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Racers Explode In 2nd Half
To Post First Win, 48-13
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Kentucky hands
out tecord of
'06-'07 degrees
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Public universities and colleges
reached a record recently, handing out more than 43,900 degrees and
credentials during the last academic year, state officials said.
There were 43,902 degrees and credentials issued during the
2006-07 school year, state officials said Friday. That accounts for a
3.3 percent increase from the previous year.
It also continues a trend that started in 1997, when Kentucky lawmakers passed legislation aimed at boosting higher education for
citizens.
'This is excellent news," said Charles McGrew, director of information and research for the Kentucky Council on Postsecondary
Education. "It just continues to go up every year."
The Kentucky Community and Technical College System
accounted for more than half of the awards last year that were either
diplomas, certificates and associate's degrees. Meanwhile, state
schools awarded more than 14,7(X) bachelor's degrees.
David Adkisson, president and CEO of the Kentucky Chamber of

•See Page 2A

Poll: Casinos
not hot button
issue for voters

LEXINGTON. Ky.(AP) — A new survey found Kentucky voters may be more concerned with creating new jobs than the issue of
legalizing casino gambling, but voters were split over what would
most likely influence their votes Nov. 6.
Job creation was listed as the most important issue by 18 percent
of all respondents. But casino gambling came in second a close second with 17 percent of responses, according to the HeraldLeader/Action News 36 Election Poll.
Republican Gov. Ernie Fletcher is seeking a second term amid
opposition from Democratic challenger Steve Beshear in one of
three governor's races in the country this year.
Fletcher opposes casino gambling, and has attempted to make
the election essentially a referendum on the issue. Beshear supports
casino gambling, and stressed it during his primary election as a
way to bnng in extra money to the state's coffers.

GREG TRAVIS/Lecoe & Times; KATIE WALKER/1st Presbytenan Church

ALL THINGS SCOTTISH: A large crowd attended Saturday's
2007 Campbell Auction and Real Estate Western Kentucky
Highland Festival at Murray's Central Park. Numerous activities
were held throughout the day including sporting events like
weight throws (above), musical entertainment, dance demonstrations, sheep herding demonstrations (top photo) and more.
The festival concluded Sunday with the Kirkin' o' the Tartan
service at Murray's First Presbyterian Church (right).

II See Page 3A

Classmates pause to remember 'Junior' Roberts' life, sacrifice

TOM BERRY/Ledger & Times

members of the Murray High School Class of 1942 gathered before the war memorial monument at Murray Middle
School Saturday to honor H. Eddie Roberts. the only member of their class to die in World War II. Those attending included
John and Claire Resig. Jean and Betty Crawford. Albert and June Crowder. Basil and Eva Smith, Tom and Hilda Fenton, W J.
and Martha Pitman. Joe Outland. Annabel Stamps Potts. John and Laura Whavne and Lubie Veal.
Several
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hoping that if it gets down to
only one person who still has a
good mind that they will
remember."
Class members displayed a
photograph and wreath honoring Roberts during a short,
informal ceremony. The 30
names listed on the 10-foot
monument include those from
several graduating classes that
served in World War I, WWII,
Korea and Vietnam; however
Roberts was the only 1942 graduate to die in WWII.
Known for his boyish good
looks and charm, Roberts volunteered for military duty right
after high school and was
trained to be a navigator on a
U.S. Army B-24 aircraft. He
was stationed with the Eighth
Air Force on one of 67 aircraft
located on bases in East Anglia.
England.
The aircraft regularly crossed
the North Sea to bomb Germany
with their 6,000-pound bombs.
Robert's aircraft was one of 324
in an ill-fated bombing run in
November 1944. Twenty-one
other aircraft were lost the same
day. Roberts' aircraft reached
the target. but was damaged by
heavy anti-aircraft fire and was
not seen again.
Veterans of Foreign Wars
Post 6291 in Murray is also
named in Roberts' honor.

Reading. writing...the keys to tomorrow
Wednesday

TWO SEMIS

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
The Murray High School
Class of 1942 gathered after 65
years at Murray Middle School
Saturday afternoon to honor
their only graduating classmate
to be killed in World War II.
Several surviving members
gathered before the six-ton
granite memorial stone donated
to the school by the class honoring H. Eddie "Junior" Roberts, a
U.S. Army Air Corp pilot that
was shot down over Germany
on Nov. 26, 1944 at the age of
19.
Those attending included
John and Claire Resig. Jean and
Betty Crawford. Albert and June
Crowder. Basil and Eva Smith.
Tom and Hilda Fenton. W.J. and
Martha Pitman, Joe Outland,
Annabel Stamps Potts. John and
Laura Whayne and Lubie Veal.
The monument, which is
inscribed with the words
"Freedom is not Free" was
financed and erected by Jean
Crawford, Roberts' boyhood
friend, during the class's 50th
reunion in 1992.
Crawford said this morning
that he was pleased with the ceremony and hopes it continues
through the years.
"The thing that I was trying
to do was to keep remembering
Fddie Roberts." he said "I'm
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GM-UAW bargaining
temporarily ends

By
As
In
des
ho
em

DETROIT(AP) -- Bargainers for General Motors Corp and the
United Auto Workers took a break early today amid optimism that
they are getting closer to reaching a critical contract agreement
Negotiations tattle to an end Just before 3 a III after a marathon
16-hour session on Sunday and Monday. said GM spokesmim Tom
Wkkhatn
"GM And the CAW have agreed to take a break, and talks will
tesume later this morning We aren't going to comment or speculate
on the nature or content of the discussions," Wickham said
Employees reported for work at their scheduled times today. said
GM spokesman Dan Flores GM's four-year contract with the UAW
was to expire at midnight Friday. hut the union extended it on an
hour-by -hour basis
Several local union leaders said Sunday that negotiators reported
the talks were advancing The leaders, some of whom Asked not to
he identified because of the confidential nature of the talks, said they
were told by UAW .
leadrrship in Detroit that if no agreement was
reached Sunday then the Lima Valid go on strike.
But as the talks continued i,ti, Sliaiday nn+rning. the strike threat
seemed to wane,
A UAW lus.al in Arlington. Imo, told its members to report to
work as scheduled listi!. but said ii Wits Lo1111111iled to a stnke if necessary
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Gov. reps to visit area
Staff Report
Eddie Spriggs and Virginia
Gray, representatises of Gov
Ernie Fletcher. will trasel
throughout
the
western
Kentucky region in the next few
weeks to address constituent
questions and torkerns pros id
trig an opportunity for c iti/ens to
meet
with
members
id
-—
fletchees staff
"As the seat of Kentucky
government. Hank',at %hi add
he allessIble lit ill feAkheN
the state." Pletcher said le a
news release "Our field name
ventatises fulfill that need hs
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County (*olIfthtIllse 41 I p M. the
same (las and the Marshall
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on Sept 24
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Saul'uslahlneh. agencies and
local communities from problem. with mad. III colitMUMA,..
priiietts ti Infrastructure needs
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GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & limes
WHO WILL GIVE ME...: Charles Wampler, with Kruse International, watches for bids dunng the Saturday portion of the
Brandon Plantation Auction Long-time Murray automobile dealer and collector Howard Brandon sold his large collection of
low mileage min/ vehicles The auction ran from Thursday through Sunday

Bush to nominate Mukasey for AG

WASHINGTON (APi
former federal judge Michael
Mukasey, picked by President
Bush to replace Alberto
Gonrales as attorney general.
appears unlikely to face a bruising confirmation battle in the
Democratic-controlled Senate
Mukasey handled high-profile terrorism cases as thief
judge of the federal courthouse
NOTICE
in Manhattan for six years His
II The Murray-Calloway
selection seas to be announced
c.,ounty Parks Board will meet
by Bush Natio in a Rose Garden
at 6 in the Chamber of
From Front
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2007 tax rate plan followed
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board appointments and a
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resolution accepting new
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activists
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the Senate. he would take expressed reservations about sheik of trying to spread death
maintenance system
charge of a Justice Dep.unnent Mulasey's legal record and past "in a scale unseen in this counII The Murray Board o'
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Candidates outline plans for jobs
By BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
In the 2 1/2 years since a fire
destroyed the plant that was
home to its largest private
employer, Jackson County still
hasn't recovered from the eventual job losses that ensued.
Mid-South Electronics never
recovered from the blaze at the
700-worker
plant,
where
employees assembled circuit
boards and did plastic injection
molding used in ice and water
dispensers for refrigerators.
Most of the work eventually
went away, leaving a trained
workforce with few available
jobs. As a result, unemployment
soared in the eastern Kentucky
county of about 14,000 situated
in the Appalachian foothills.
With no interstate or rail line
running through it, Jackson
County is like a lot of other rural
Kentucky counties — it needs
help from the state in finding
and enticing industry to bring
highly coveted jobs offering
good salaries and benefits,county officials said.
"We just need an opportunity
to get businesses to come look at
us," said Mitchell Ball, administrator for the Jackson County
Industrial
Development
Authority.
Kentucky's two candidates
for governor in the upcoming
Nov. 6 election — Republican
incumbent Ernie Fletcher and

Democratic challenger Steve
Beshear — outlined their plans
for increasing jobs, especially in
impoverished areas, in responding to an AP questionnaire.
On the campaign trail, the
rivals offer starkly different
reviews of Kentucky's economperformance
during
ic
Fletcher's tenure as the state's
first GOP governor in a generation. Fletcher says the state has
made solid progress, while
Beshear says it continues to lag
behind most of the nation in several broad measures.
Beshear said that Fletcher
"has failed to provide the leadership needed on economic development." Fletcher countered
that improving economic opportunity has been "my guiding
principle."
Kentucky's
seasonally
adjusted unemployment rate
was 5.7 percent
in July, compared to 5.9
in
percent
December
when
2003
Fletcher took
office.
Kentucky's
jobless figure
continues to
the
surpass
Mohair
national rate
and the gap has widened. The
national rate was 4.6 percent in
July, down from 5.7 percent in
December 2003.

Kentucky added 61,200 jobs
between December 2003 and
July 2007, according to a seasonally adjusted, non-farm
employment survey by the U.S.
Labor Department's Bureau of
Labor Statistics. A broader
measure of employment shows
the state added 76,394 jobs during the penod.
Both candidates see education as a stimulus for job creation. Fletcher pointed to
increased state spending on education — from the earliest
grades to college — to back up
his claim of making education a
priority.
"Unlike many politicians that
make this claim, we've put.our
money where our mouth is," he
said.
Beshear said he wants to
modernize workforce development and training, make college
more accessible and turn
schools into -first-class institutions of learning." Beshear has
proposed expanding preschool
programs and redesigning high
schools to better prepare students for college and the workforce.
Beshear said the state should
target incentives toward "the
kinds of businesses we need —
those with high growth potential
in high-wage jobs." Beshear
says the state's economic development efforts should have
more of an inward focus,
encouraging business startups

and expansions in Kentucky. He
also says he would seek ways to
boost available capital for fledgling companies and would
increase the state's senture capital tax credit.
Fletcher touted an energy bill
he recently signed that would
provide hundreds of millions in
financial incentives to companies that build plants in
Kentucky to convert coal to
cleaner-burning
alternatise
fuels.
"If we want to advance
together as a commonwealth,
this is the son of economic
development
that
will
achieve that
goal," Fletcher
said.
Beshear
vlare also advocates
tapping
Kentucky coal
and crops to
become
leader
in
Fletcher
developing
alternative fuels.
During his term. Fletcher
won passage of a tax overhaul
that took about 500,000 of
Kentucky's poorest residents off
the state income tax rolls, cut
personal income taxes for most
other Kentuckians and lowered
corporate income taxes. The
governor also boasts of expanding a tax increment financing
program to stimulate development, and says high-tech startups have grown and high-speed
Internet access has spread.
Beshear -has countered that
Kentucky lags near the bottom
nationally in workforce education and the number of adults
with college degrees and blames
Fletcher for not improving the
situation.
Both candidates also mentioned efforts to improve
Kentuckians' health as another
way to boost the state's competitiveness. Fletcher noted his initiatives to revamp Medicaid, the
federal-state health plan for the
poor and disabled, and to assist
small businesses in obtaining
health coverage for their workers. Both candidates have
offered proposals to provide
health coverage for uninsured
children.

KentuckylnBrief
Poll: three of five disapprove of
Fletcher's perfonnance
FRAN KI-ORT, Ky. AP) — Heading into the closing months of
this year's governor's race, Gov. Ernie Fletcher is facing a number of
voters dissatisfied with his overall first-term job performance, a new
poll shows.
The Lesinvon Herald-Leader/Action News 36 Election Poll'
found that three out of five people surveyed disapprove of the job
Fletcher has done during his first term. And, the poll also found,.
about the same percentage of folks who responded would prefer to
have someone else lead Kentucky state government.
Fletcher, a Republican, is facing Democrat Steve Beshear in the
Nov. 6 election.
The poll of 600 people found that 37 percent say they'll definitely vote, or are leaning toward voting, for Fletcher. Meanwhile, 57,
percent say they'd prefer someone else and 27 percent of that group'
say they're definitely voting against Fletcher.
Of those surveyed, 59 percent said they disapproved of Fletcher's.
job performance, while 37 percent approve of how he's done.
"It tells you that there are a whole lot of Kentuckians who have
already made up their minds about Ernie Fletcher," state Democrat:lb'
Party Chairman Jonathan Miller, said of the poll results.

Louisville unveiling campaign
discussing city's potential
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — The city is rolling out a promotional campaign that was 18 months in the making and is aimed at getting people to consider the possibilities of Kentucky's largest city.
With the theme of "Possibility City." the campaign is targeting,
young professionals and businesses. It comes at a time of significant
downtown development under way or on the horizon.
The first peak at the campaign will be Saturday night with several television commercials during the University of Kentucky'
;
University of Louisville football game.
The campaign is geared "to get people talking about the possibilf;
ities," said Eileen Pickett, a senior vice president with Greater;
Louisville Inc., the metro chamber of commerce, which is coordinating the campaign.
The city has committed $300,000, with Greater Louisville Inc.:
and the Convention & Visitors Bureau chipping in sums that havetf,t;
been decided, officials said. The ad agencies developing the carn-!
paign are donating much of their time, and the media may run the
ads-at tow cost or as public•service spots. the-officials-said.
Mayor Jerry Abramson said it's an attempt to tell more people,
about Louisville's special qualities.

'Tattoo Charlie' Wheeler dies
of sudden illness
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)
Local tattoo artist and proprietor:
"Tattoo Charlie" Wheeler has died after a sudden illness. He was 56.:
Wheeler died Friday at Jewish Hospital.
His son, Buddy Wheeler, said he planned to retire from the tattoi
business next year.
"It's what he devoted himself to and he had an absolute love fork," Buddy Wheeler said.
Wheeler was a native of Louisville and opened his first "Tattoo.
Charlie's" shop there 34 years ago. His slogan, which he adopted
from a Florida tattoo studio he noticed in the late 1960s, was "Done..
While You Wait." He had certain rules about tattoos, including ni.
satanic, anti-Semitic or racist tattoos. And, he would not tattoo any-'
one's hands, feet or face and no one who was intoxicated or under
age 18.

AP

PICKIN' PUN'KINS: Jesus Tores, left, tosses a pumpkin to his nephew, Gustavo Tores, both
from Santiago, Mexico, on Thursday morning while picking and sorting pumpkins on a six-acre
patch owned by Trunnell Farms near Utica, Ky. The pumpkin picking season is getting underway in earnest this week according to farmer Kevin Trunnell who said the pumpkins picked
Thursday were headed to a farm in the Nashville area.

•Voters' issues ...
From Front
The poll surveyed 600 likely
voters between Sept. 10 and
Sept. 13 and had a margin of
error of 4 percentage points. It
was conducted by Research
2000. an Olney. Md.-based firm.
It found that Republicans,
Democrats and independents
who participated all had different issues they felt were most
important heading into the coming gubernatorial election.
Thirty-one percent of surveyed Republicans chose values
and social issues as their top
concern. and 23 percent chose
gambling. Among
casino
Republican respondents, job
creation ranked third at 14 percent.
Democrats chose values and
social issues as their top concern
3 percent of the time, the poll
found. Overall, Democrat•
ranked job creation, health cart
and education as their top thre,

In Louisville, 17 percent of
those who answered said the
hiring investigation was the top
issue for them.
Soon after Fletcher took
office in 2003, a special grand
jury began investigating a complaint that his administration
had violated state hiring laws in
a scheme to reward political
supporters with state jobs.
Fletcher. an ordained Baptist
minister, and at least 14 of his

issues.

Of those polled 10 percent
said they were most affected by
the state hiring investigation
that maned Fletcher's first term.

•
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aides and associates were indicted. Fletcher issued pardons for
everyone except himself. His
lawyers worked out a deal with
prosecutors to have the charges
against him dropped.
Sheila Rawlings, a Louisville
Republican who said she's voting for the governor, said she
doesn't blame Fletcher for what
his aides did.
"He can't be everywhere at
one time." Rawlings said.
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It's not been a
good week for
Gov. Fletcher
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this has not been a good week for Gus.
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Ike latest polling results show Ikniocratic candidate Steve
fieshear st• Ith
t.oimilandinp 514-39 percent lead user Fletcher a spieact virtually unchanged since the May Primary
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Greenspan book bashes Bush
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AP
President Bush presents the Presidential Medal of Freedom to Federal Reserve Chairman
Alan Greenspan in Washington in this Nov 9 2005 file photo Greenspan, in his upcoming
book, bashes President Bush for not responsibly handling the nations balance sheets and
racking up big budget deficits
st1111111e1

ul

2001 'NM

gone

nine months' after
Bush took office that sear,
Greenspan wrote
There were protection% the
ginernment would run a
whopping S5 ti trillion worth
of surpluses over the subsequent decade after the cuts
Those surplusev. the hasps
for Bush's campaign promises
oh d tat cut. Ile% CI materialized
•In the resised world of
growing deficits, the goals
were no longer entirely
appropriate," fireenspan
noted Bush he said. 'con
termed in pursue his presidential campaigns nonethe
less Most troubling to
was the readiness ot hod)
Congress and the administration to abandon lust..1 disci
pline •
Greenspan. in testimony
before Congress in 2001
gist • major boost to Bush's
tax-cut plan at the time. irking Democrats "The tax cut
testimony prosed to he politically
4 esplosi%e.• Greenspan
sit to

At that tithe.. Greenspan
made the argument before
Congress that a tax cut
could help the economy deal
with sagging gniwth The
economy slipped into
recession in March 2001
The downturn ended in
November of that year
Surpluses quit kly turned
to deficits after the bursting
of the stock market bubble
and the 21E1 recession cut
inns government resenues

'How could the forecasts
have been so colossally
wrong?' (ireenspan wondered
Gosernment spending
increased to pay tor the
tight against terrorism and
receipts declined because of
stnng of tax cuts.
The Bush White House
defended its fiscal policies
'
Clearly those tax cuts
proses' to he the right medicine for an ailing cconoin:
White House spokesman
Tony fratto said The 2001
recession was a mild one
'
Tax cuts contributed a
portion to early deficits. hut
those tax cut% accelerated
growth (user time leading to
increased business activity,
increased job growth and
increased tax receipts which
today ha+ u• at low historic
deficit lesels and on a path
to a surplus.' fratto said
Ns to the spending side
Fratto added 'We're riot
going to apologize for
increased spending to protect
our national setunty
Greenspan said be was
surprised by the political
grip that Bush exerted over
hi% administration
• the' Bush administration
turned out to he very different Inim the retricarnation at
the Ford administration that I
had imagined. Greenspan
wrote 'Now the political
operation was tar more dominant • Greenspan was chairman of the Council of Econom,. Adv isers under President Ford

Power in the Bush White
House was concentrated. 'I
certainly did not qualify as
part of the inner circle. nor
did I want to be,' Greenspan
said.
Greenspan said he did
enjoy a good relationship
with Bush's predecessor. Bill
Clinton.
.s '
'Here was a fellow information hound. and like me.
Clinton enjoyed exploring
ideas,' Greenspan said.
They also were on the
same economic page. During
the Clinton administration.
budget deficits turned to surpluses.
When Bush's father was
president. Greenspan recalled
that he found himself in a
public conflict with the
White House. Greenspan had
suggested inflation risks were
still high enough that the
Fed would he more inclined
to boost interest rates rather
than lower them The president quickly challenged the
notion
Of Bush's father,
Greenspan wrote : 'The economy was his Achilles' heel.
and AS a result we ended up
with a ternhle relationship.'
The economy sufTered
through a recession went into
a recession in the summer of
1990 and emerged from it in
the spring of 1991.
Many supporters of the
elder Bush blamed
(ereenspan's tight-money policies for the recession that
contnbuted to Bush's loss to
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Obituaries
Mrs. Lola Clark James
Mrs. Lola Clark James. 77. Murray Estates Drive, Murray, died
Saturday. Sept. 15. 2007, at 5:19 a.m. at her home.
She worked as business office manager for the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital before retiring
after 41 years of service. She was a member of the
'Ms
Kentucky Association of Hospital Business Office
Managers and served one term as its president. She
also was a charter member of the Oaks Country
Club and a member of its board of directors in the
1960s. She was a member of Kirksey United
Methodist Church. but attended First United
Methodist Church of Murray.
James
Born Jan. 17, 1930. in Calloway County, she
was the daughter of the late Garton Clark and Opal Wilson Clark.
Survivors include her husband, Joe Pat James. to whom she was
married June 11, 1949. in Highland Park, Mich.; one son, Ross
James, and two grandchildren. Devon and Dakota James, all of
Irving, Texas; three sisters-in-law, Mrs. Drucilla James, Kirksey,
Mrs. Aliese Paschall. Sullivan, Ill., and Mrs. Lorraine Miles,
Midland, Texas; special friends, Jan Elkins, Hardin. and Tina
Adams, Hazel; several nieces, nephews and cousins.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. Rev. Richard Smith will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Joe Dick, Stuart Poston, Donald Crawford,
Glen Clayton, Kevin Crawford. Mike Kelly and Sid Easley, active;
Yancey Watkins. Hugh Johnson, Bill Halford. Charles Thomas
McDaniel, John Ray, Jack Cain, Bobby Grogan. Dr. Prue Kelly.
Ewing Stubblefield, Earl Nix Wilson Jr. and Ron Pace, honorary.
Burial will follow in the Murray City Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 4 to 9 p.m. today
(Monday). Expressions of sympathy may be made to First United
Methodist Church, 503 Maple St., Murray, KY 42071 or Kirksey
United Methodist Church. 3691 Kirksey Rd.. Murray, KY 42071.

griPk.

Lowell (J.R. or Junior) Willoughby
Lowell (JR. or Junior
64. Puryear, Tenn., died
Friday, Sept. 14, 2007. at 1:45 p.m. at Henry County Medical
Center. Paris. Tenn.
He worked in sales -at-Calprr World. USA-,--hryear, and was a
member of Hardin Baptist Church. Hardin.
Born Jan. 2, 1943, in Calloway County, he was the son of the late
Lowell Clyde Willoughby and Juanita Moody Willoughby Hargis.
Survivors include his wife. Mrs. Pam Willoughby, to whom he
was married Aug. 20. 1980; one daughter. Mrs. Christina Buniette
and husband, Ronnie, Mansfield, Tenn.; one son. Corey 0'Bryan
and fiancee, Bethany, Puryear; two sisters. Mrs. Sharon Warmack
and husband. Tommy, and Mrs. Michelle Leslie and husband,
Allen, all of Murray; one brother. Nicky Willoughby. Houston.
Texas; three grandchildren, Addison Burnette. Dakota Saunders and
Drake O'Bryan; one uncle, Billy Frank Moody and wife, Edna,
Puryear.
The funeral was today (Monday I at II a.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. Bro. Ricky Cunningham and Rev. George
Culp officiated. Pallbearers were Jeff Moody, Cullen Moody,
Shawn Jones. Dallas Willoughby, Jerry Scarbrough and Larry
Harris. Burial was in the Murray Memorial Gardens.

Mrs. Mary Richerson Shepard
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• - •- Mrs. Mary Richerson Shepard. 90. Hazel, died Saturday. Sept.
IS. 2007, at 7:35 p.m. at Spring Creek Health Care.
She was a member of Grace Baptist Church,
Murray.
Preceding her in death were her first husband.
Ralph Richerson, her second husband, Edward
Shepard; one son. Glenn Richerson, three brothers.
Buford. Charlie and Gaylon Stone. and three sisters. Laurine Everett. Clara Lassiter and Ruby
Stone. Born Oct. 20, 1916. she was the daughter of
the late John Stone and Nanney Johnson Stone.
Survivors include one son, Dwain Richerson
Shepard
and wife. Diane. Hazel; five grandchildren, Edwin
Richerson. Lynn Ray, Kevin Richerson and wife.
Angela, Melissa Lamb and husband. David, and Danny Richerson
and wife. Teresa. all of Murray; five great-grandchildren, Amy
Ramage, Erin Richerson, Shaunna Ray. Tanner Richerson and
Taylor Richerson.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 2:30 p.m. in the chapel of ImesMiller Funeral Home. Murray. Rev. Sammie Cunningham and Rev.
James Garland will officiate.
Honorary pallbearers will be Greg Underwood, Larry
Armstrong, Floyd A. Hart, Everett Hart. Howard Stone, Thomas
Paschall. Michael Manning. Kenneth Manning and Sonny
Dunaway. Bunal will follow in the Goshen Cemetery. Visitation
will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today (Monday).
Jamie Cantrell
Jamie Cantrell, 36, Kirksey Road, Murray. died Sunday. Sept

16. 2007. at 1:30 p.m. at his home. Imes-Miller Funeral Home is an
charge of arrangements

Stanley Dale warford

'statues l)aft vs.„1,ord. 71. Hardin. died Sunday. Sept. 16. at 6:30
m. at his home. Collier Funeral Home of Benton is in charge of
arrangements.

Johnny Mack Clark
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Johnny Mack Carl 62, Walnut Street. Benton, died Friday. Sept.
14. 2007, at 6:30 p.m. at his home.
Retired from Texas Gas Corp.. he was a member of Oak Grove
C'umberland Presbyterian Church. Preceding him in death were his
parents. Van Clark and Genes a Macelnith Clark.

Survivors include two sons, Brent Clark and wife, Lone. Benton.
and Jeremy Clark and wife. Katy. Maryville. Ill.; two grandchildren,
Vance Clark. Benton. and Maya Clark, Maryville3111.
The funeral will be Tuesday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. Brent Clark and Rev. Randy Lowe will
officiate Bunal will follow in the Benton Cemetery. Visitation will

be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m. today (Monday).

Todd Allan Hicks
The funeral for Todd Allan Hicks was Sunday at 2 p.m. in the
chapeJ otMilner & On Funeral Home,Arlington. Rev. Ray Provms.
Rev. Sammy Cunningham and Rev. Tim(7ole officiated. Bunal was
in the Burkley Cemetery.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to
American Diabetes Association, P.O. Box 11454,
Alexandria, VA. Tributes may be made to
www.milnerandorr. corn.
Mr. Hicks, 38, Clinton, died Thursday. Sept.
13, 2007, at 2:25 p.m. at Western Baptist Hospital.
Paducah.
A 1981 graduate of Hickman County High
School, he was a 2003 graduate of Mid Continent
College, Mayfield, where he served as an adminHicks
istrative assistant later for Mid Continent
University. He was a licensed Baptist minister and served as youth
minister to several churches in Western Kentucky with First Baptist
Church of Arlington being his home church for most of his life. His
hobbies were playing the piano and singing. A sports fan, he kept
the score books for Hickman County Girls Basketball team for several years. and served as assistant basketball coach for the team.
Preceding him in death were his grandparents, Ray and Juanita
Jones and Billy and Thelma Hicks.
Survivors include his wife. Mrs. Tiffany Hale Hicks; his parents,
Dan and Marilyn Jones Hicks. Clinton; one brother, Matt Hicks and
wife Amanda. Clinton; three nephews, Dylan Hicks, Clinton,
Matthew Hale. Hazel, and Jaxon Hale, Herrin, Ill.; two nieces. Jacy
Drew Hicks, Clinton, and Karlie Hale, Herrin; his parents-in-law,
Robbie and Jimmy Hale. Hazel; brother and sister-in-law, Jason and
Kristina Hale, Herrin, and brother-in-law, Brad Hale, Ashland.

Iraqis cancel Blackwater
license after shooting that
killed 8 civilians, injured 13 BAGHDAD 1AP) - The permanent.
Iraqi government said this mornBlackwater,
based
in
ing that it was pulling the license Moyock. N.C., provides security
of an American security firm for many U.S. civilian operaallegedly involved in the fatal tions in the country.
shooting of civilians during an
Phone messages left early
attack on a U.S. State Monday at the company's office
Department
in in North Carolina and with a
motorcade
Baghdad.
spokeswoman were not immediThe Interior Ministry said it ately returned.
would prosecute any foreign
The U.S. Embassy said a
contractors found to have used State Department motorcade
excessive force in the Sunday came under small-arms fire that
shooting. It was latest accusa- disabled one of the vehicles,
tion against the U.S.-contracted which had to be towed from the
firms that operate with little or scene near Nisoor Square in the
no supervision and are widely Mansour district.
disliked by Iraqis who resent
An embassy official provided
their speeding motorcades and no information about Iraqi casuforceful behavior.
alties but said no State
Interior Ministry spokesman Department personnel were
Abdul-Karim Khalaf said eight wounded or killed. He spoke on
civilians were killed and 13 condition of anonymity because
were wounded when security he was not authorized to speak
contractors believed to be work- to media.
ing for Blackwater USA opened
He said the shooting was
fire in a predominantly Sunni being investigated by the State
neighborhood
of
western Department's diplomatic securiBaghdad.
ty service and law enforcement
"We have canceled the officials working with the Iraqi
license of Blackwater and pre- government and the U.S. milivented them from working all tary.
over Iraqi territory. We will also
Prime Minister Noun alrefer those involved to Iraqi Maliki late Sunday condemned
judicial authorities." Khalaf the shooting by a "foreign secusaid.
rity company" and called it a
The spokesman said witness "cnme.''
reports pointed, to Blackwater
The decision to pull the
involvement but said the shoot- license was likely to face a chaling was still under investigation. lenge as it would be a major
It was not immediately clear if blow to a company that was at
the measure against Blackwater the forefront of one of the main
was intended to be temporary or turning points in the war.
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Democrats confident of
troop-rest legislation;
Gates to urge Bush veto
WASHINGTON (AP) Senate Democrats are confident
they can pass legislation to give
troops more rest between Iraq
deployments, a measure aimed
at pressing the Bush administration to change its war policy.
Defense Secretary Robert
Gates called the proposal by
Sen. Jim Webb, D-Va., a dangerous "backdoor way" to draw
down additional forces. Gates
said he would recommend a
veto.
"If we get this next phase
wrong - no matter how you
feel about how we got to where
we are, the consequences of getting this wrong for Iraq, for the
region, for us are enormous," he
said Sunday.
Sen. Jack Reed, D-R.I..
responded that shoner breaks
were creating an undue strain on
U.S. troops and their families.
"They deserve the same
amount of time back home as
they stay in the field," Reed
said.
The comments represented
the latest political clash over the
unpopular war. President Bush
last week announced plans for a
limited drawdown but indicated
combat forces would stay in Iraq
well past 2008.
The Senate was scheduled to
resume &hair thi.s week-on
war
legislatiOn.
including
Webb's proposal to require that

troops have as much time at
their home station as they do
deployed to Iraq.
Gates was asked in broadcast
interviews about recommending
a Bush veto should the proposal
pass. "Yes I would," the
Pentagon chief said.
"If it were enacted, we would
have force management problems that would be extremely
difficult and, in fact, affect combat effectiveness and perhaps
pose greater risk to our troops,"
he said.
Supporters of Webb's measure say it has at least 57 of the
60 votes needed. It would need
67 votes to override A veto.
A separate proposal by Sen.
Carl Levin, D-Mich.. seeks to
restrict troops' mission to fight-

ing terrorists and training the
Iraqi security force.
"The president has dangled a
carrot in front of the American
people talking about troop
reductions," Levin said. "But,
again, it is an illusion of a
change of course and the
American people are not buying
it. My colleagues are not buying
it."
"I think we have a good
chance of getting to the 60 votes
to call for a change in policy. I
hope we get there in the next
couple of weeks," he said.
If Webb's amendment were
enacted. Gates said it would
force him to consider again
extending tours in Iraq. Military
commanders would be constrained in the use of available
forces, creating gaps and forcing
greater use of the National
Guard and Reserve, he said.
"It would be extremely difficult for us to manage that. It
really is a backdoor way to try
and force the president to accelerate the drawdown." Gates
said. "Again, the drawdowns
have to be based on the conditions on the ground."
"A unit pulling out would not
be immediately replaced by
another," he added. "So you'd
have an area of combat opera,ions where no U.S. forces
would be present for a period,
and the troops coming in would
then face a much more difficult
situation."
Active-duty Army units currently are on I5-month deployments with a promise of no
more than 12 months rest.
Marines who spend seven or
more months at war sometimes
get six months or less at home.
Bush said last week that he
approved a plan by Gen. David
Petraeus, the top U.S. commander in Iraq, to withdraw
5.700 troops from Iraq by the
holidays and reduce the force
from 20 combat brigades to 15
brigades by next July.
The president has ordered
Petraeus to make a_ further
assessment and recommendations in March. There are about
169,(X)0 U.S. troops in Iraq.

Top 5 Reasons People Choose Reed Interiors
t. Thousands of the latest fabrics. Literally, thousands!
2. Stylish drapery hardware.
3. Beautiful custom bedding.
4. Custom upholstery(mars ever acne rk
S. Interior design services designed to fit your budget -.

From design to tabr;cation to profes9onal installation, ycot
(0 house by our friendly stafl
Come check out the Reed interiors difference for yourself?

Weed,
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MURRAY APPLIANCE
212 1:. \Lilts Street • 753-1586

JOB OPENING
Director of Children's Ministry
frialull time position is available at 144)0+ member vibrant church located
in Murray. Kentucky. This person will Join laity and staff in a team ministry The Director, working with the Children's Council. will provide oversight and direction for a comprehensive children's ministry and will be J
MO4NiliOf with high energy and excellent organizational and leadership
skills Salary will be negotiated per experience
Send a letter of application and resume. int luding a minimum of three references. to Res Richard Smith at S03 Maple Street. Murray. KY 42071
No phonc sontacAs.please tnquines regarding the position and/or benefits
may he made by email to pastormurraYlust.com Persons may also visit
our wchsite at www.murrayfust.com The deadline for application is
October I. 2007.
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Hammack Scholarship Banquet
will be held at MSU Curris Center

Large endowment to
provide scholarships
at MSU is received
Murray State I inversity has
received one ot its largest single gifts to date benefiting Illinois students
kiSt alumnus. the late Jet
irey Clarke of Pet-dolma. III .
in memory of his late wife
Sallie and out id his lose 1(11
MST established the Jeffrey
1 and Sallie Clarke Endowed
Schtilarslitp this endowment
will provide multiple yearly
scholarships tor full-turne-Hirs moo students attending MSt'.
's hether t.(111111ey to MSU directly out 01 high school or transferring horn J community college or oilier higher education
Institutnins
('lake. originally from Sher
10..ei%C(1 his Koche
lard. ill
lot til sciente degree in hist.,
ry nom 51S1 ill 1%7 As
student he was astise in the
Internam mai Re lati.ins Club. the
oldest etigaliltalliPi Ott sampus
.11 that time
After graduation.
fie taught in the Belsidere and
Rockford. III schools.
----left and !I-affie---sperrt -men
ot their professional tourers as
Ctilk .114,I•. and htith were artists
am heart I ism retirement. they
loosed to Pecatorina where Jeff
enjoyed J st14. C•••14.11 11114)10V
raphy business and Sallie
became J well known artist
receiving niush at(lalni tor het
Ant Olin.. oils, Inlets and
photographs !heir other inter
est. Ilk linkti gardening. read
mg and traveling abroad to
plat es sinh as I tiattpc. Sos
tralia and New /ealand
'sharine a deep aprIt'l la
11.411 (.4
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....Uric 11101C k 01111111W:a to cj
Half:i it their community Jell
and satin. a et b..01 at..11%c
with the Wiiincb.igi. County I an
All lodging program
1111
*fa JO Louth ifs Ill NO Itosk
ford arid f-reeport. III
lit January of 20114 Sallie
died of breast cancer leaving
1cff devastated lie died almost
one seat alter his wile, also
!win ant cr
While kit and Sallie had
n. hildren. they believed esery
Ow

person should have the opportunity to receive a lull and
well-rounded education. As an
endunng testament to this belief.
Jeff established this scholarship as Well as a memorial
gift to the Pecatonica
Library
MS( President Dr. Randy
Dunn. who like Jeff. is onginatty from Mercer County. 111.
says. At a time when ensuring access
-higher educators
is so important. this gift is
especially meaningful. By help
mg Illinois students pursue then
learning goals at !Murray State
University. the Clarke. have tul
Idled their total wish to give
other Illintns students the same
great causational opportunities
that Mn Clarke received at an
institution he dearly hived
Through their thoughtful gen
erosity. the Clarkes have tie
4ted a deeply meaningful leg..
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HAPPENINGS

Taylor receives five
MSU scholarships
Travis Taylor. a 2007 graduals. of Callowas County High
St hoot. has been awarded the
Itifi&T Bank Ssholarship. the
"IAA. MCM01141 ScholarI et
ship. Hope. Ends-J.11f, Astnete.
mem scholarship. and Recog
moon -Ssholarship. and the
(elect,ttttt mut...loons Systems
Management Housing Scholarship h. attend Murray State
mversity
The Lee Clark Memorial
Scholarship is .1%.111.0111: io all
students with preterence to
incoming freshman that arc
graduate. .if Calloway County
High School Applicants should
he recommended by the high
su. h.sit print lp,a/ fir guidark c
counselor the Hope. Ended,
.
or. At hiesement and Rectigni
non Scholarship is available
to all students v.ho have a
minimum 10 (iPA Resiments
may reapply tor the reward
Telesommunic ations
he
Systems Manaeeinent Housing
• holar.hip is J‘allJble 1,1 TSAI
MAJOt‘ Applitations must Almu
he completed through the
depannwnt of industry and to. 11nobly
Taylor is the son of Joe
and Belinda "Taylor of Almo
lic is maionnit in tele...ninon111. ation• systems management
al Murray State
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OPHTHALMOLOGIST SPEAKS: Dr Carl Baker, ophthalmologist arid director of the Paducah Retinal Center. spoke to the
Murray Lions Club at its dinner meeting Tuesday evening
Dr Baker talked about the latest developments in eye surgery
and related information regarding the many research studies
that are routinely conducted by the center
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Murray Band Boosters will meet tonight at 7 p.m. at Murray High School band room. The Executive Board will meet
at 6. All parents are encouraged to attend.
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Resersations for the sixth annual Dr.
James N. Hammack Jr. Scholarship Banquet, sponsored by the MSU department
of history, to be held Saturday at 7 p.m.
in the (urns Center ballroom, are requested by today. Tickets at $40 each may be
made by contacting the 5151 department
of history at 809-2234 or by e-mail at
kay.haystir murray state.edu.
Dr. Larry J. Daniel, noted Civil War
historian and former pastor of First UnitJo's
Murray, wiU speak
Datebook ed Methodist Church,
Have Won the
South
the
"Could
about
By Jo Burkeen
Civil War?"
Community
Proceeds from the banquet fund the Dr.
Editor
James W. Hammack Jr. Scholarship which
supports • graduate student at MA.
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Murray Chapter of TOPS. #616 will meet Tuesday from 9
to 10 A.M. at First Chnstian Church, II North Fifth St.. Murray. Visitors are welcome. For more information call Joyce at
753-9080 or 227-4625.

Support - group--will .meet

-

Death Or a Parent Support Group will meet tonight at 7:
This is a support group for people who have lost one or both
parents due to death and to help each other through the hard
times. For information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-7129.

Knitting/crocheting classes planned
Knitting/crocheting classes will resume on Tuesday at 7 p.m.
in the Calloway County Extension office with Dot Allen as
teacher. Participants will learn how to knit at the first class.
so please bring a 08 knitting needle (about 8"-9"), yarn and
scissors. The classes are free and open to the public. For information call 753-1452.

-Laker Band plans events
Calloway County Laker Band will have a rebate day on
Tuesday at Captain D's. Customers are asked to tell the cashier
they are there for the band. The band boosters will meet Tuesday at 5:30 p.m. in the hand room of Calloway County High
School. Discussions will be about fund raising. marching competitions. etc. All CCHS. and CCMS• band pareMs .gre encouraged to attend.

MES council will meet
Murray Elementary School Based Decision Making Council
will meet Tuesday at 3:30 p.m in the conference room at the
school. All persons are invited.

Country ham breakfast Tuesday
South Marshall Senior Citizens will have a ham breakfast
from 6 to 9 a.m. Tuesday. The cost will be 54. The public is
invited.

Travis Taylor
While in high school. Taylor seised as secretary for the
Technology Student Association lie was a member of the
Beta Club. future BUslf1C*41
Leaders of Amenta, and Pep
Club lie was absti A member
of Leadership Tomorrow and
co-editor of the yearbook.
Named to Who's Who
Among American High School
Student.. Taylor received first
plate in the 2007 Regional
FBLA Cyber Set unty Competition first place in the 2n07
Regional TSA Website Design
Competition. first place in the
21107 State TSA kketisne Design
Competition first place in20Ir
State TSA Problem Sok inF
Competition. and fifth place in
the 2007 stational TSA Webshe Design Competition He
was ith0 (01Cd
Most Likely
to Succeed h% his senior class
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Woodmen of the World Lodge 138 will meet Tuesday at 6
p m at Ryan's Family Steak House. Calendar planning will be
the program.

Quilt Lovers will meet
Quilt Lovers will meet Tuesday at 6 p.m. at the Calloway
County Public Library

Sharon Wells group to meet
Sharon Wells Group of First Baptist Church WMU will
meet Tuesday at If) a.m. at the home of Lyricha Cochran.

Jean Jam pant give-a-way Tuesday
Jean JAM. A Pant gi.e-a-ssa.
. for Calloway County students
attending one of the elementary or preschool schools will he
Tuesday from 2 to 7 p.m or while supplies last in the Corn. Center ballroom. Murray State University. For information
or to donate. contact Michelle Hansen at 762-7333 or Jan Wilson at 762-7410

Volunteer training scheduled
Volunteer training for Murray Elementary. Middle and High
Schools will he Tuesday at ii.40 p.m and Thursday at II a.m.
at the Murray Board of Education. 208 S 13th St. You need
only attend one session regardless of where you plan to volunteer 1-or more information call Jean Bennett at 753-4363.

Democrats will meet today
Calloway County Democratic Party will meet today at its
fall campaign headquarters at 516 Main St. (former Twin Lakes
building). All Democrats are ins lied. For more
information
contact County Chairman David Ramey at 7539-9905.

Harbour Center plans class
The Harbour Youth Sets-ices Center at Calloway County
will present a "Money Management Class" on Thursday
from
6 to
p m in the media center Refreshments will be
served.
The class is limited to 25 pet-sums Interested persons are
asked
to call 762-7390 to register

Angel Alert issued
An angel alert
has been issued
Center Any one
Calkveay County

for a standard size electric washer and
dryer
by the Calloway County Family Resource
haying these to donate is asked to call the
Family Resource Center at 762-7333.

Republicans will meet tonight
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TOPS Chapter will meet

Music Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet at 6
p.m. Tuesday at the club house for a Potato Bar supper for
the Relay for Life team. Members are asked to note the earlier time.
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Retirees and former employees of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital will meet Tuesday at II a.m. at The Big Apple. For
more information call Nancy McClure at 492-8640.

Music Department plans event

SHOWTIMES BEFORE 6 PM
ON SAT a SUN ONLY

A•••% I 4441101+.
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County Republican Party will meet tonight at 7
the Calloway County Public Libeary All
Interested persons
are invited.
At
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FARM
Drought could
make winter

Photo provided
GROWN IN THE GARDEN: Kaylee Stone and her grandfather Joe Manning are pictured with watermelons grown in
their garden. The largest melo weighed in at a whopping 82
pounds.

Evaluation program
shares fall tips for pasture
By HOLLY WIEMERS
As the University' of Kentucky's Horse Pasture Evaluation Program begins to wrap
up its third year serving Central Kentucky horse farms, forage experts share some of the
horse pasture trends they've
seen during the past three years
and recommend steps farms
should take now to - ensure
healthy pastures next year.
"The UK forage extension
team has been extremely
pleased with the success of the
Horse Pasture Evaluation Program," said Ray Smith, UK
forage extension-specialist "We
have thoroughly enjoyed working with the farms that enrolled
in the program and have been
very impressed with the professional animal care and handling that we have observed
on all farms. The majority of
farms are to be commended
for the good job they are doing
in their pasture management
programs."
From the three years of pastureland study done by his
team. Smith said some common trends have emerged. One
trend should trouble area farms
because it directly limits the
number of horses that can be
supported on area pastures.
Currently, close to one-third of
the pastureland Smith's team
has evaluated is nonproductive. meaning it is covered by
weeds or bare soil instead of
grass.
The other two-thirds of evaluated area pastures break down
as follows: 26 percent bluegrass.
24 percent tall fescue, 12 per:cent orchard grass and 8 percent white clover. Bluegrass
and orchard grass are considered most desirable for horse
pastures. whereas a high percentage of tall fescue is worrisome to many area horse farms
with broodmares. Ergovaline.
commonly found in tall fescue, is toxic and can cause
foal loss in pregnant mares.
Smith says the percentage of
tall fescue found on many farms
has been high enough to warrant control methods such as
herbicide treatments or even
total replanting.
Smith also noted some trends
specific to 2007. He said the
freeze in April slowed pasture
growth. That was closely. followed by a severe drought in
late spring and into the summer. also followed by hotter
than normal temperatures in
August. all of which limited
pasture growth throughout the
summer across Kentucks and
much of the Southeast This
meant that bluegrass went dormant early this year
Smith also reported that tall
fescue and summer annual
grasses handled the dry weather better, as did, unsurprisingly.. weeds He added that pasture grasses have an ama/ing
ability to green-up with fall
rains and lower temperatures.
To combat the stresses of
this year and to get pastures
in shape for next year. Smith
recommends that farms take
steps now. According to Smith.
fall is the optimal time to
improve a pastures health. He
offers a few tips that will he
useful to large horse farms as
well as those with only a few'

head of horses on a handful
of acres. Those tips include:
*Take soil samples. Work
with your local county extension agent to determine fertilizer requirements, and apply
recommended lime and potassium and phosphorus fertilizer
at any time of year. Nitrogen
should be applied in late fall
for cool-season grasses to
encourage root growth and
establishment. Often, spring
application of nitrogen to cool
season grasses causes excessive above ground growth
instead.
.. !Scott .p.”t.tri•ii, with, bare
areas now through late September. There is a much higher chance of success with cool
season grasses by seeding now
inStead of late winter or early
spring. Use a no-till drill if at
all possible. Once seedlings germinate, try to keep animals off
of the area until the grass has
had time to establish. A good
reference is "Establishing and
Managing Horse Pastures."
found on UK's forages Web site:
http://www.uky.edu/Ag/AnimalSciences /pubsJid147.pdf.
*Avoid damaging pastures
during the winter and early
spring. Periodically move hay
feeding areas and limit vehicle traffic on wet soils.
*Establishing a sacrifice paddock will also be helpful.
*Control broadleaf weeds.
Spray in late September through
late October when weeds are
actively growing but still small.
Use recommended herbicides.
Kentucky's recommendations
be
found
can
at
http://www.uky.edu/Ag/Forage.
Be sure to review herbicide
labels before reseeding to avoid
residues and remember that
new seedlings can be sensitive. The safest thing is not
to spray until grass seedlings
are well established. Check
label recommendations on the
herbicide and talk to your county extension agent to get information specific to your location.
*Rotate horses between pastures. This will enhance stand
recovery. interrupt parasite
cycles, help grasses out-compete weeds and increase grass
growth and carrying capacity.
Smith said carrying capacity
for horses on pastures year
round during an average year
runs at two acres per horse
on the hest soils up to five to
six acres per horse on farms
with less desirable soil and/or
less available forage.
•Contact your county extension agent for assistance with
all general agricultural questions.
Finally, Smith said it's not
too late for farms to sign up
with the Horse Pasture Evaluation Pmgram. His team will
continue to evaluate horse pastures for the next couple of
months and then start up again
in March 2008. The program
is generally available to horse
farms in Fayette. Bourbon,
Woodford. Scott. Jessamine and
Clark counties, but can be
opened up on a limited basis
to counties outside these five
central bluegrass counties. Par,
ticipation in the program is on
a first-come, first-served basis.
and the cost is $750.

By Aimee Nielson
LEXINGTON, Ky. — This
year began with a brutally cold
winter followed by a late and
detrimental frost and so far,
Kentucky is experiencing the
third
driest
May-throughAugust in 113 years. Any of
these weather events alone
could create challenges for
farmers in terms of feeding
livestock in the upcoming winter, but combined they are a
real cause for concern, said
University of Kentucky Extension Livestock and Forage
Economist Kenny Burdine.
"Since hay was short coming into this year, cattle producers are starting to get nervous about winter feeding," he
said. "Those who aren't nervous should probably start thinking ahead, because winter is
just around the corner."
Burdine said there are two
ways to make up for the expected shortfall. One is to purchase additional feed and the
second is to lower the amount
of feed needed from outside
sources.
"Stockpiling fescue might
be the easiest way to delay
winter hay feeding," he offered.
"Fescue doesn't grow much in
summer, but it will pick back
up in September. By all means,
don't waste any forage this
fail. Rotational grazing can double forage utilization and stretch
additional grazing days out of
your pastures."
Another option is fall fertilization if farmers want additional growth this fall. Burdine said that with adequate
moisture, fall response to fertilizer is good and can stretch
out the grazing season.
"However, with nitrogen
prices as high as they are, I
would make certain that I was
strip-or rotationally grazing this
growth to get the most nutrients to my cattle for the money
I spent," he said.
Some farmers are opting to
look at less traditional feeding
options such as chopping corn
few silage, rolling soybeans for
hay and grazing or rolling corn
stubble after the fall harvest.
"Still, a lot of cattle producers are going to be purchasing feeds this winter," Burdine said. "The same advice
applies in drought years as in
nondrought years. You need to
meet the nutritional needs of
your cow herd as cheaply as
possible. Farmers want to make

sure their cows are adequately nourished because they don't
want to suffer the consequences
with their next calf crop. But
they also want to manage their
costs as much as possible."
Purchasing hay from other
states may be very expensive
and Burdine said he continues
to hear some very high prices
for that hay. He emphasized
though, that hay is only one
potential feed in a drought
year.
"Farmers should price hay,
corn and commodity-based
rations to see which will get
them through the winter with
the least expense," he said.
"Hopefully a combination of
extending grazing. alternative
feeds and management of winter feeding costs will position
cow-calf producers to enjoy,
what I hope is, a much better 2008."
If farmers do need to purchase hay from other sources,
a good place to start the search
is with the hay hotline. The
hotline is a joint effort between
the UK College of Agriculture
and the Kentucky Department
of Agriculture, designed to help
farmers find hay resources. The
number for the hotline is 888567-9589 and the web site is
http://www.kyagrcom/marketing/forage

Photo provided

FAMILY HONORED: Pictured are, from left, Michael, Jessie,
Stacie and William Palmer with Calloway Ccunty Farm
Bureau Director Robert Geurin (far right). The Palmers are the
2007 recipients of the "Calloway County Farm Bureau Young
Farm Family award", presented at the CCFB annual meeting
held Sept. 4.

The county'fair.
Our local government
Community events.
No one covers the
news that matters to you like
your community newspaper,

Air Duct System Cleaning
In today's air-tight homes, Indoor Air Quality is a growing concern. Most household dust contains dust mites, mold, mildew, pollen. and animal dander. Many of
these contaminant's are circulated through the central air systems in most honie
and can aggravate the symptoms of asthma and allergies.

Air duct cleaning can rid your ducts of:
& Debris•Mold•Pollen•Dust Mites
knd improve the efficiency of your HVAC system
'[he Kohn ision Video Inspection System 8110%ti you to see
trouble spots and verifies that the job was done right.

Randy Thornton Co., Inc.
Serving

The People of It tern Kentit(-4‘ For Over 70 Years

802 Chestnut Street • Murray, KY •(270) 753-8181

Floor & fpundation
Pr lilems On Be Solved

REE
SPZ'OTION
1-800-448-4665
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Simpson says he was reclaiming sports memorabilia
LAS VEGAS (API — An
apparent audiotape of 0.1.
Simpson's standoff with men he
accused of stealing his MCMINIIbilta begins with the ex-NFL
star demanding, "Don't let
nobody out this room ... Think
you can steal my expletive) and
sell itl".
Simpson
was
arrested
Sunday and booked at a county
jail on charges connected with
what police descnbed as a rot,
bay at a Las Vegas hotel
In an audiotape released
Monday by the celebrity news
Web site TM?. coni. Simpson is
heard shouting questions while
other men shout orders to the
men in the room
TMZ said the recording was
made on a handheld recorder
belonging to Thomas Riccio,coowner of the auction house
Universal Rarities Riccio did
not immediately return a call for
L omment Monday
Simpson has said Riccio
called him several weeks ago to
say some collectors were selling
some of his items. Riccio set up
a meeting with collectors under
the guise that he had a pnvate
collector interested in buying
Simpson's items
Riccio told the site he
believed Simpson was planning
to confront Alfred Beardsley,
who was allegedly planning to
auction off Simpson memorabilia. The site said the objects of
Simpson anger were Beardsley
and another collector. 'Bruce
Fromong
Simpson he was accompanied hy men he met at a wedding
AP
cocktail party, and they took the Former NFL player 0 J Simpson, nght, is transferred to the
collectibles
['running said Clark County Detention Center in Las Vegas Sunday A
prosSimpson was the last of the men
ecutor in Las Vegas says 0 J Simpson "is facing a lot of time
to enter the hotel room
in connection with an alleged armed robbery Plans are to
"0.1 was the last person I
charge
him with several felonies including two counts of robwas expecting to see and when I
saw him I was just thinking. bery with use of a deadly weapon which could carry a maximum 35 years each
'0.1 , how can you be this stuFromong told CBS's sports collectibles. his
Hall of
"Whether or not the property
'The Early Show"
certificate, a photograph belonged to Mr Simpson or not
Simpson
left
He said
him a with former FBI director J. is
still in debate," Lt. Clint
voice Mil message alter the Edgar Hoover
and side() from Nichols said Sunday "Having
alleged robbery telling him his first wedding were
all his. said that, the manner in which
some of Fromong's things were and that they were
stolen from this property was taken, we have
-mixed up- with his and asking him and were about to be fenced a f est%
10.01k into that.
how he could give them hack,
by unethical collectors
inegardless of who the property
it's like a bad dream.:said - ; Policeasidahey-were flut risme belonged "
Beardsley. "I'm sad that Oi. is who owned the memorabilia
After being whisked Only in
in custody"
But they say the manner in handcuffs. Simpson was hooked
Simpson said the dispute was which the goi..1% were taken was Sunday night on two
counts of
merely a confrontation with no under investigation
robbery with a deadly weapon.
guns He said autographed

WIN A HOUSE!

two counts of
assault with a
deadly
weapon, and
conspiracy to
commit
a
crime and burglary with
firearm, police
said.
The district
Simpson
attorney said
he expected Simpson to ultimately be charged with seven
felonies and one gross misdemeanor.
If convicted of the hooking
charges, Simpson would face up
to 30 years in state prison on
each robbery count alone.
A judge ordered Simpson be
held without bail, Sgt. John
Loretto said. A court date was
set for Thursday.
Simpson
attorney
Yale.
Galanter told The Associated
Press late Sunday that he would
fight the charges vigorously.
"We believe it is an extremely defensible case based on conflicting witness statements, flipflopping by witnesses and witnesses making deals with the
government to flip," Galanter
said.
Beardsley said he blames the
incident on Riccio. who he
claims told Simpson that his
property was in the room in Las
Vegas.
"If they don't charge Ricci() I
will be very upset. That guy lied,.
to DT and got him all pumped
up.- he said.
Beardsley said the people
that should be blamed are Riccio
arid Mike Gilbert, the former
Simpson agent who he alleged
stole
memorabilia
from
Simpson.
At one point on the tape, after
Simpson yells, -Think you can
steal my (expletive)?" an
unidentified voice responds.

"Mike took it."
"I know lexpletivel Mike
took it,- Simpson says.
At least one man can be
heard ordering others around the
room. saying, "You, against the
(expletive) wall.
Simpson, 60, told The
Associated Press that he did not
call the police to help reclaim
the items because' he has found
the police unresponsive to him
ever since his ex-wife, Nicole
Brown Simpson, and her friend
Ron Goldman were slain in
1994.
"The police, since my trouble, have not worked out for
me.- he said, noting that whenever he has called the police "It
just becomes a story about 0.1."
Police did not allege that
Simpson carried a weapon in the
incident.
"We don't have any information to lead us to believe he was
armed even based on those
charges," Nichols said.
Police said they seized two
firearms involved in the robbery
along with sports memorabilia,
mostly signed by Simpson. They
also said they recovered collectible baseballs and Joe
Montana cleats at private residences early Sunday after serving three search warrants.
Walter Alexander, 46, of
Mesa, Ariz., was arrested
Saturday night on two counts of
robbery with a deadly weapon,
twO counts of assault with a
deadly weapon, conspiracy to
commit robbery and burglary
with
a
deadly
weapon.
Alexander, who was described
as one of Simpson's golfing
buddies, was released without
bail Saturday night.
"Walter was one of the two
subjects who had a gun," Dillon
said.
Robert Dennis Rentzer, a Los
Angeles lawyer representing

Alexander, said he was able to
arrange his client's release from
custody, but wasn't familiar
with the allegations.
Police are seeking four other
men: Las Vegas residents
Clarence Stewart, 53, and
Michael McClinton. 49; Tom
Scotto, of unknown age and
hometown, and another man
who was not identified.
Simpson, a Heisman Trophy
winner and actor, lives near
Miami and has been a tabloid
staple since his ex-wife and
Goldman were killed. Simpson
was acquitted of murder
charges, but a jury later held hiqs,
liable for the killings in
wrongful death civil suit, lie
was ordered to pay $33.5 million,
Goldman's father, Fred
Goldman. welcomed the possibility that Simpson could go to
prison. "How wonderful," he
told -The Early Show."A lot of years too late, however, I would have much preferred him found guilty of Rou
and Nicole's death and then pot
either to death or in jail then.,
But frankly to sec him ultimate-,
ly or potentially go to jail --;-:
that's great.Simpson's arrest came. juSi
days after the Goldman family;
published a book that Simpson.
had wntten under the title, "If
Did IC about how he would
have committed the killings of
his ex!-wife and Goldman had he
actually done it.
After a deal for Simpson to
publish it fell through, a federal
bankruptcy judge awarded the
book's rights to the Goldman
family, who retitled it "If I Did
It: The Confessions of the
Killer.- During the weekend, the
book was the hottest seller in the
country, hitting No. 1 on
Amazon.com and Barnes &
Noble.com.

progress
PRIMARY CARE MEDICAL
CENTER'S NEW FACILITY
Primary Care Medical Center believes
very much in progress, and we are
proud to be part of a progressive
Murray and Calloway County We
continually strive to bring the latest in
new innovations and technology in
healthcare to our patients and the
community_ Out new office is the latest
commitment to our patients to improve
healthcare delivery in our community.

Primary rin,
Care
MEDICAL CENTER
palmy pirmage
,•

%WA.tn.. •

Ardr.in,• • 116-(ofn

The new facility will be opening Odober 11, 2007 of the corner of 12th Street
and Glendale Road, will be one of the most technologically advanced
outpatient medical facilities in the United States The facility will be fully digital
with advanced diagnostic capabilities We are proud to offer out commitment
of compassionate and advanced Medical core to you and your family

Built by Trent Garland Construction
Located in Briarcrest Subdivision, Murray Kentucky
Valued at more than $200,000
Grand Prize Drawing Held on Fri., Feb. 29, 2008

Tickets are $100 eath and
Only 4,000 will Be Sold!
Purchase tickets for your chance to win this beautiful new
home in the Briarcrest Subdivision in Murray, Kentucky.
Tickets are available at BUT Bank, Heritage Bank, The Murray Bank,
Regions Bank, and US Bank or you may also purchase tickets by
contacting the United Way of Murray/talloway County
by calling 12701 751-0317 or go on the web at www.unitedwaymcc.org

The Grand Home Give-.4-Way is sponsored by the United Way of
Murray/Calloway County in conjunction with Trent Garland
Construction, subcontractors, and local bitillees.
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RACER VOLLEYBALL
ROUNDUP

MURRAY STATE 48, LAMBUTH 13

Going the
distance
RACERS BATTLE
DEFENDING OVC
CHAMPS TO 5 GAMES

SCOTT NANNEY / Ledger & Times

Murray State wide receiver Rod Harper (9) tries to break free from the grasp of Lambuth linebacker Jason Hoath (22) after one of his
team-high nine receptions in the first half of Saturday's home opener at Roy Stewart Stadium. Harper had 127 yards and two touchdowns in the contest.

Celebrate Good limes
RACERS POST FIRST'W OF SEASON IN HOME OPENER
by SCOTT NANNEY
torts Editor
k• Saturday night was a cause
Itr celebration for the Murray
bate Racers.
A 48-13 victory over visitig.theie
ewart
ed the program's first vic• gtory in almost exactly one calendar year.
However, the Racers (1-2)
won't get to enjoy the win as
long as they might want to.
For one thing, their Ohio Valley Conference opener at Tennessee Tech looms on Thursday night.
For another, there's much
more tidying up to do in the
Murray camp than Saturday's
final score would suggest.
A string of 36 unanswered
points in the second half helped
the Racers recover from a mistake-filled first half that saw
them shockingly trail the Eagles
(1-2), an NAIA member, 1312 at the halftime break.
Among the disturbing numbers at the intermission. MSU
was trailing in total yardage
(180-173) and had committed
seven penalties for 73 yards.
Lambuth junior tailback
Allen Ervin. who finished with
a 134 yards and one touchdown on 26 carries, ripped the
Racer defense for 89 of those
yards on 12 rushes in the first
SCOTT NANNEY / Ledger & Times
30 minutes, as Murray limped
Racer freshman safety Marvin Robinson (45) pressures Lambuth quarterback Mark Kelley (3) on a pass
into the locker room at the break.
attempt during first-half action of Murray State's 48-13 tnumph over the Eagles on Saturday night at Stewart Stadium.
III See RACERS, 2B

PREP SOCCER ROUNDUP

Lady Lakers win HCC tournament
CCHS BEATS LADY
STORM, LONE OAK
FOR TITLE

PhoSo Provided
tierrit)ers of the Calloway County girls soccer team pose with their trophy after claiming first place

4 Saturday's

Lady Storm Tournament at Hopkins County Central High School. The Lady Lakers
affeated host Hopkins Central and Lone Oak to earn the title.

Staff Report
MADISONVILLE, Ky. — The Calloway County Lady Laker soccer team
earned a first-place finish in the Lady
Storm Tournament by winning two weekend matches at Hopkins County Central High School.
'The Lady Lakers (7-5) brought home
the championship trophy from the event
by smashing host Hopkins Central 7-1
before downing Lone Oak 3-1.
Against Hopkins Central, Calloway
trailed 1-0 at the halftime break but
broke out its offensive onslaught in the
,
final 40 minutes.
The Lady Lakers began their barrage of goals when Amy Winkler scored
off a Shauna Wicker assist just two
II See LAKERS, 28

By MSU Media Relations
The Murray State volleyball team
rebounded from its disappointing loss
to Samford in the Racers' home-opener on Friday and battled the defending Ohio Valley Conference champion to a fifth and deciding game in
their match Sunday. MSU overcame
a 10-5 deficit in that fifth game, scoring seven of the next eight points to
take a 12-11 lead. The teams battled
to extra points, with JSU taking the
game 17-15 and winning the match
three games to two. Game scores were
26-30, 30-21, 30-24, 27-30, 17-15.
Murray State (3-8, 0-2 OVC)
stunned the Gamecocks in the first
game by jumping out to a 10-3 lead.
Jacksonville State (5-4, 2-0 OVC) was
able to pull it back to within 23-21,
but the Racers were able to keep JSU
at bay to win the game 30-26.
In the second game, Murray State
tied the. .score at 18-18 before ISU
scored six straight points en route to
the 30-21 win. In the third game, the
•See VOLLEYBALL 2B

RACER SOCCER
ROUNDUP

Racers
win UTM
Event
RACERS WIN
TOURNAMENT WITH
TWO SHUTOUTS
By MSU Media Relations
The Murray State women's soccer
team finished off a successful weekend with a 9-0 victory over Bacone
College in their second match of the
Tennessee-Martin Tournament and were
awarded the championship of the event
when MSU became the only team in
the event to score a shutout in both
games.
MSU evened its 2007 record at 33.
The Racers' win Sunday was coupled with their 2-0 win over Christian
Brothers University on Friday.
Freshman Rebecca Schultz scored
three times and the Racers got a pair
of goals each from freshman Laken
Dirkes and senior Lacey Latimer. Freshman Audrey Wilson also scored in the
match.
The Racers scored their first two goals
in the seventh minute only 42 seconds
apart when Latimer headed a ball in
from Jen Nowak, and Rebekah Clay
•See SOCCER. 28

Shultz
rewarded for
4-goal effort
RACER SOCCER
PLAYER NAMED MU
PLAYER OF WEEK
By MSU Media Relations
Murray State soccer player Rebecca Shultz was named the Pepsi Murray State Athlete of the
Week after her three
goal performance Sunday in the Racers' 9-0
win over Bacone in the
Tennessee-Martin Tournament.
Shultz came off the
bench in the MSU victory to score twice in
the first half and once in the second
half.
Her first a goal was assisted by
Rebekah Clay and gave the Racers a
3-0 lead, the other two goals came in
the 38th and 66th minute of the match.
Shultz is a freshman front Fort
Campbell. Ky and is a nursing major.

-
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•Racers
From Page 1B
"We were at a fork in the
road (at halftime)," said MSL!
head coach Matt Griffin. "(The
first half) was 30 minutes of
poor play, period.
"Our kids could have gone
one of IWO ways. They could
have packed it up and taken
the easy way out, or they could
have come together. which 1
really felt they would do And
they did .. But we still have
a lot to improve on," he added
Perhaps the most important
message at halftime came front
the players themselves
"Some 01 the guys just stood
up and said they were sick of
losing." recalled sophomore
wide receiver DeAngelo Nelson, who played a pan in the
Racers' second-half scoring barrage with a 5-yard touchdown
reception from redskin freshman
quarterback left Ehrhardt that
extended the Murray lead to
27-13 late in the third quarter
'The things that happened on
the first hall) were things that
we could control We knew if
we could con-ed them, we could
hounce hack."
The Murray State offense
did bounce hack in a big way.
tallying 262 of its 435 total yards
in the second half, including four
scoring strikes from Ehrhardt
two to senior wideout Rod
Harper. who finished the night
Photo Provided
with el team-hest 127 yards on
Jacob Oakley, son of the late Kerry "Hero" Oakley.
Mlle receptions
hits the ceremonial first shot to begin Saturday's
Alter a shaky first half in
Dunn Cup competition at Oaks Country Club Jacob.
which he briefly left the game,
a liffIco;rade student et Murray MulcUe
- was.
with'
" injury. Ehrhardt
invited 10 take part in the tournament to memorial.
rebounded to finish with 150
Ito his father, who was instrumental in beginning
y ads passing and the four scores
the event He gave participants tees with the word
while completing
13-0126
"Here" printed on them prior to the start of the
attempts.
The Murray ground game
tournament
also got going in the second
half, compiling 185 of its 240
yards to grind past the outmanned Eagles Sophomore Josh
1 rOrt Page 18
I amen Harlan put CCHS in Jones led all MSC rushers with
front of the Lady flash with )(7 yards and one score on 12
woi !
seiorid hall
carries, while freshman Paul
an unassisted goal eight min
tiles !MIMIC, 1.11A-1.
k k Let
SkKinnis also added $4 yards
otes into the lust half
.1 ),:),,t) ril 111.1 "Alt of,
About eight intntiles later. and a totli.hdo'a n on 15 attempts
.1 1401141P) !lariat. a NI 51 14.r
The .Racers also got some
I c Anna Paschall stored the
• hr 'Call
('a I 1.14
Ink IC i
athit'd
het se,. ind second Calloway goal Jones help from their defense, as Muradded the Onal tally hallway ray tinished the night with five
goaif the contest six nun
two off the
through the fast hall, as the interceptions
111C
,III
.1
a
lads Laker. Lamed a 3-0 school record set versus Austin
))
kat t
and KJIINII
ths_ interimstLinnfloijtinis4t out ads
-Peay in 1969.
— 5opriansoreee
—saWraythe t ads *Ilk Ci • I,iftip
I MC I LA managed one score lor Lantgan, who was credited
?WO i21 ,al•
in the final
about hallway through the final with one of the picks of LarnIt) 111111lite,
I titer itt
period, hut it was too little loo both tumor quarterback Mark
ss tmc,
1111.1,,INICtl. w hue
Kelly 11001.27. inr, yards. one
Lae tor the Lady Flash
KU liii al)lt-t1
J•oist m Rat
II). five interceptions', gave
t'alluiway tCluttls to as(it
tiiai • se, qui
its title tin I ucsilas. when it hosts props to the Racers' defensive
1 1111
Oak crosstown oval Murray High line tor the big plays
.1 .
the lint Nis Socatp m
"Give credit to those guys.cer Comolex
he said "They helped us out

•Lakers

I .11111et1

}1.01.111

I

•Soccer
Fron Page 1E3
set up
,
I
Die Racer, led s 0 .ii the
break and •s .r -.I tour times
though
in the ...cork! halt
the% plat..41 on1), 2s Infinites
1-4 acorn- had it, play nit ,
the 'much short handed because
of mimics to three plasers who

were unable to tiallinUC MUTtat Stale agreed to let the
I. A k run during floury time
otos
Katrina (,oscha made her
Iasi collegiate start and got
the win with all 90 minutes
%.i1041.7
In goal, she made
the Racers ended the match

with 29 shots and haul eight
assists in their nine goal,.
MSC's eight assists tied a
single-game team record
"It was a great team effort...
Will head coach Beth Acreman said -We have J tug road
trip to Evansville and Florida
coming up this week, and this

Racers
Lambuth 13
Lambuth
6 7 0 0-13
Murray SI
6 6 15 21 — 48
Fret miaow
tasu — Ehrnardi 4 run (run taw).
12 56
Lamb — Ervin 44 run duck blocliath.
10 40
MSU — J Jones 1 run (kick tailed),
10 12
Second Quarter
MSU — Ehrhardt 4 run 1256
Lamb — S Smith 24 pass irons Kelly
(McGinn luck) 5 00
Thad warm
taw — Harper 21 pass horn Ehrhardt
)Weer kick) 250
MSU — Nelson 5 pass from Ehrhardt
Otero() peas born Ehrhardt) 139
Fourth Warier
MSU — Rush 9 pass from Ehrhardt
(Weiss kick) 12 55
MSU — Harper 42 pass horn Ehrhardt
(Were kick) 958
MW — McKim-Hs 1 run (Weiss luck)
404
Attendance —4 719

ter lies,. a I with and an ace by senior
defensive specialist Ashley Meagher The
teams exchanged points, giving MSU a
24) 27 lead, and a kill by DeMage tied
the match it Iwo galltes apiece.
n Game s. Jacksonville State start
eut out strong's. vaulting out to a III-S
lead when Murray Stale called a timeout Haley Booker was the scheduled
server tot the Gamecocks before the
orneout, but when the teams went hack
onto the court. Brioney Whitten seised
for 1%1 the Gamecocks scored a point
before the mistake Was brought to the
officials' attention - After checking with
the official scorer, the mistake was found,
the mitt was removed from 1St"s score.

SPONSORED RV STUART ALEXANDER

Paying too much for
Home Insurance?
Call me today for a FREE quote.
978.0355 •1702 IIIWY 121 N. BYPASS•MURRAY,KY

litiamurrov.Co
stuort ole.ander lc/thins corn
NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
American League Standings
National Footbsil League Standlnos
All Times CDT
Ad Times CDT
East Division
AMERICAN CONFERENCE
W L Pet GS
East
90 60 600 —
Boston
W L T Pct
85 64 570 4 1/2
New York
New England
2 0 0 1 000
74 75 49715 1/2
Toronto
Buffalo
0 2 0 000
64 84 432 25
Baltimore
Mom
0 2 0 000
63
87 420 27
Tampa Bay
N V Jets
0 2 0 000
Cantral Divkalon
South
W L Pct GS
W L T Pet
87 62 584
Cleveland
2 0 0 1 000
Houston
83 67 553 4 1,2
Detroit
Indianapolis
2 0 0 1 000
72 77 483 15
Minnesota
Jacksonville
1 1 0 500
64 9443222 12
Kansas Crty
1 1 0 500
Tennessee
TEAM STATISTICS
Chicago
64 85 430 23
North
Lamb
MSU
West Division
T Pet
W
Forst downs
15
23
W L Pct GS
Patsburgh
2 0 0 1 000
Rushes yards
36-134 46-240
1 1 O 500
Los Angeles
87 62 584 —
Baltimore
134
Palaing
195
78 70 527 81/2
1 1 O 500
Cincinnati
fittatia
Comp.All Int
13-34-5 18-32-0
74 77 490 14
1 1 0 , 500
Osmond
Cleveland
4
es
Retum Yards
70 79 470 ft
West
Punts-Avg
9-292 3-377
T Pet
W
Fumbles Lost
1-0 3-3
Denver
2 0 0 1 000
15-137 12-163
Penalties Yards
1 1 0 500
Sunday's Games
San Diego
Time oi Possession 31 24 28 36
Kansas Crty 4, Cleveland 3
0 2 0 000
Kansas City
•••
Baltimore 8. Toronto 6 12 rriningS
Oakland
0 2 0 000
INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
Chicago While Sox 9 L A Angels 7
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
ROWING,— Lambs* E non 26-134
East
Detroit 6, Minnesota 4
nanuisuirin,4-16 Ferrell I 0 Dixon 2Texas 11 Oakland 9
W L T Pct
ohms sioosity 2-(mmus 131 Murray Si.
Tampa Bay 9, Seattle 2
Dales
2 0 0 1 000
J Jones 12 87 McKinnis 15-84 Jordan
1 0 0 1 000
Washington
N 'V Yankees 4, Boston 3
11-49 Ehrhardt 4-26 Lightfoot 1-4 Butler
Phirdetphia
0
000
Monday's Games
0 1
1-0 Team I iminua 2) Fraradin 1 inw.us
N Y GrantS
Detroit (Rogers 3-2) at Cleveland (Byrd
0 2 0 000
SI
15-61 6 05 p m
South
PASSING — Lambuth Kelly 10-27-4W L T Pct
Baltimore 10 Cabrera 9-16) a1N
106 Dixon 14 1-10 Ka al 2-3-0-18
1
1 0 500
Yankees (Hughes 3-3). 6 05 pm
Carolina
Murray St. Ehrhardt 13-26-0-150
Tampa Bay
1 1 0 500
Boston IWaketieid 16-10) at Toronto
Franklin 5-5-045 Parrott 0-1-0-0
(McGowan 10-9) 6 07 p
Atlanta
0 2 0 000
RECEIVING — Lambuth Ferrell 4-20
New Orleans
Texas (Volguez 2-1i at Minnesota
0 2 0 000
Ervin 2-41 S Smah 2-24 Abel 2-22
North
(Slovrey 3-0). 7 10 p m
Anderson 1-14 Talley 1-9 Hargrove 1-4
W I T Pet
Chicago While So. 10 Floyd 1-3) at
Murray St. Harper 9-127 Jordan 4-31
Devon
2
0 0 1 000
Kansas City (Davos 6-13), 7.10 p.m.
Nelson 3-27 Rush 1-9 M Harns 1 1
Green Bay
2
0 01.000
Seattle (Batista 13-11) at Oakland
Chicago
Charon 14-7). 9:05 pin.
1 1 etIX
with some pressure and blitzes."
1 1 0 500
Mcnesota
Tampa Bay ;.Jackson 4-14) at L.A.
The Racers' second-half
West
Angels Escobar 17-7), 905 p.m
show made an impression on
W L T Pct
San
Francisco
2
0
0
1
000
Lambuth head coach Vic WalI
Anzona
1 0 500
National League Standings
lace.
1 1 0 500
Al) Times CDT
Seattle
St Lours
"I'm impressed with the qual0 2 0 000
East Division
W L Pet GB
ity of athletes they have here."
New York
83 65 561
noted Wallace. "They have a
Sunday's Games
Philadelphia
80 69 537 3 1/2
76 73 510 71/2
Prttsburgh 26 Buffalo 3
Atlanta
lot of good athletes. and they.
Washington
Indianapolis
22 Tennessee 20
83 44317 1.2
66
have some depth. ... They just
Green Bay 35 NV Giants 13
Flonda
65 84 43618 1,2
was
kept coming at us, and it
Houston 34 Carolina 21
Central Division
W L Pct GB
San Francisco 17 Si Lours 16
a little more than we could
Cleveland 51 Cincinnati 45
Chicago
78 72 520 —
handle."
Tampa Bay 31 New Orleans 14
76 72 514
1
Milwaukee
As for Griffin and the RacJacksonville 13 Atlanta 7
70 78 473
7
Si Louis
Dallas 37 Miami 20
Cincinnati
68 81 456 91.2
ers. 11's hack to the drawing
Detroa 20 Minnesota 17. OT
Pittsburgh
66 634431i 1,2
board as a string of eight straight
Arizona 23, Seattle 20
Houston
65 84 43612 112
conference games begins on
ChKago 20, Kansas City 10
West Division
Baltimore 20 N V Jets 13
W L Pet GS
Thursday
at 7 p.1111. at
Oakland 20 OT
Arizona
84 66 560 —
Denver
23
Cookeville's Tucker Stadium.
New Englarx1 38 San Diego 14
81 67 547
San (Diego
2
"I've said all along. I like
79 70 530 4 12
Massays Game
Los Angeles
77 72 517 6 1/2 ,
Weelempon at PASedelphia 7 30 p m
Colorado
this learn and I like these kids.
Sar-Francisco
L.--e-----....111111111.11416101.
ea S3matruat.,
TWeTieItird,-VVofkIttg' Miami NY Jets slorin
guys," Griffin said. "But we've
Anions at Baltimore Noon
Sunday a Games
San Diego at Green Bay Noon
got to get better. and I've got
Philadelpho 10 N
Buffalo at New England Noon
Mets 6
to do a better job of coaching.
Atlanta 3 Washington 0
Indianapoks at Houston Noon
Milwaukee 5 Cinconatr 2
Minnesota at Kansas City. Noon
We're not going to win OV('
Houston 15, Pittsburgh 3
San Francisco at Pittsburgh. Noon
games with the kind of misSi Lours at Tampa Bay Noon
Chicago Cubs 4 Si Louis 2
takes we made (Saturday).
Detroit at Philadelphia_ Noon
Colorado 13 Florida 0
San Diego 5 San Francisco 1
Clevernd at Oakland 306 p m
We've got to get them correctpm
Anzona 6 L. A Dodgers 1
Cinanneb at Stales. 306
ed."
Jacksonville at Denver, 3 05 p m
Mondey's Games
Carolina al Atlanta 3 15 p m
Florida (Seddon 0-0) at Atlanta (Carlyle
N Y Guards at Washington. 3 15 p m
8-6) 6 05 p m
NY Meta (Lawrence 1-2) at
Dallas at Chicago 7 15 p m
Monday, Sept. 24
Washington (Bacsok 5-8) 60. pm
Tennessee at New Orleans, 7 30 p m
Crncinnati (Arroyo 9-14) at Chicago
Cubs dial 9-8) 7 05 p m
Milwaukee (Gallardo 8-4) at Houston
was a good boost for us."
, Albers 4-8), 706 p m
Philadelphia (Kendnck 8-4) at St Louis
Murray
Rest contest
, Reyes 2-14) 7 10 p m
is a Tuesday road game at
San F rancisco iCorrer 4-6) at Arizona
Evansville starting a iS p.m.
,Webt 16 101 8 40 p m
Prnsburgh 4Van Benscholen 0-5) at San
The Racers travel to Florida next
Diego Cassel 0-0) 9 05 p m
weekend and have games schedule for Sep 21 at Honda International at 7 p.m and at Honda Gull Coast Sep. 23 at noon.
•-111011

MNID

Titans give Fisher
4-year contract extension

•Volleyball
From Page 16
Racers pulled to %ohm 2s 2 4 late in
the game before the Gamecocks score.,
foe of the last 'it points to wilt iii
24
In Game 4 NIS( led 2.0 16 hetore
Jac ksonsilk State scored three straight
points to pull to within II). l'The tiame
sock• took a 21 21 lead before a kill
hy senior middle hitter Tara l.h•Slage
tied the score again at 22-12 An ate
hy DeNlage and a Pa emir gave Slur
ray Stale a 24 22 lead with the game
l ied at 26.2S. Murray State called a
toneout. then scored three straight points
ona kill by junior outside hitter Alyssa
Grose.. a kill by 1reshnian outside hit

cAlc; OC©DOA

and Murray State got a sIdetWI for Jacksons ille State being out of position.
bringing the Racers to within 10-6. MSU
ran off three more points behind the
serving of sophomore setter Cassie Chesney to pull to within 10-9 After a JSU
sideout. Murray State scored three More
points hehind the serving of junior !them
Heather Norris to take a 12-11 lead
1St 1 tied the score at 12-12, hut a kill
from junior outside hitter Alison Mugler
gave MSUa 13-12 lead. The Gamecocks scored two more points to get
match point at 14-13. hut back -to-hack
kills by Groves gave the Racers match
point at 15-14 ISU scored the last three
points of the match to win 17-Is

Demo and Registration
Thursday, Sept. 20, 6 PM - 8 PM
Free Refreshments

NASHVILLE, Tenn (API
— The Tennessee Titans and
coach Jeff Fisher have agreed
on a contract extension that
will keep Fisher though 2011.
According to a source familiar
with the negotiations
Titans. owner Bud Adams
picked up a one-year option
after last season, when the
Titans rallied from an 0-5 start
to complete an 8-8 season
A team official. who spoke
on condition of anonymity
because the formal announcement had been planned for Monday afternoon, confirmed to
The Associated Press the agreement will add four years to Fisher's Contract.
The deal is thought to be
worth $5 5 million to $6 million per year, according to a

report in Monday's Tennessean.
Fisher is the longest-tenured
coach with his team in the
NFL and is in his 13th full
season.
He coached his 200th regular-season game Sunday in a
22-20 loss to Indianapolis

IV, radio
TODAY
GOLF

3p m
Nationwide Tow hie,
Shootout at Bore Idaho
NFL FOOTBALL
7:30 p.m.
ESPN Washington 51 Phdadelphis
TOC. -

CHECK OUT OUR SPECIALS!;
• "Ii'Y'T •

thr I1a,11 tif the Ha&
tilt. ptir•till of ,v‘iirdmazi4lip
an 1(15(lit tire lilt 41110111114'

16" Wig* Cheese Pizza
16" Unlimited
A Large Unlimited Topping Pizzo
3 16- Unlimited
3 Medium 3 Topping Each
Abe IWO
1St

CALM PON AM 0111111V

Etatelyk

7.00

00.00
$22.26
$13.76
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. classifiedemarrayIedger.com
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070
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100
110
120
130
140
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56
150
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ADJUSTMENTS
Advedieers are requested to check
the kit insertion at Iher ads or any
error. Murray Ledger & Tones MI be
responsible tor only one incorrect
insertion. Any error should be reported immediately

SO

corrections can

be made
It

196
Lepel Hellos
Hobo.Ill
Perewste
200
Fermis/
210
litoornmele lesnled
220
.044 And Found
250
Help Wanted
270
251.
Position Waned
Danewac S Chlkicane
206
Ilueineee Opportunity
300
Electronta
320
Computer.
330
Appliance Parts
340
Want To Wry
350
370
Articles For Sate
APPlancies
310
Mime Fumiehing.
3110
Anillows
410
Leon & Garden
423

04),CLASSIFIED AD RATES At"

Farm Fapeopenent
Honey Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Nomad
Motile Hoene Lots For Sete
OWN. Hones Foe Sale
Illotale Homes Co. Rent
Motets Home Lab Co. Mont
Bunnies Rentals
Apartments Co. Rena
Rooms For Rent
Mousse Co. AN.
Slimy Rentele
Conammelel Property
Pste & &imam
Lhosladi A Supplies
Pubic Sale
Lard Co. Rent or Lases

430
435
440
445
450
456
NO
470
410
496
490
496
500
510
520
530
WO
570

Rail Estate
laite Proper',
Lot. Co. sere
Lots For Mem
Fiume Co. San
Acreage
Howes Fot Sm.
laceorcyclaa A TV •
Auto Parts
Sport Utritty venoms
Uswil Can
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Bons a Motors
Services Offer..
Free Column
TOO:WC°

I 1I

I•I

\ I it

\

$8.25 Column inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period
$335 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide:
I I
I
$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
t,,,tra
s%.1,
,et Mon Classifieds go into Smart Saver)
The publisher maintains the right to recec! 0, •

V

••

DEADLINES
Fn 11a.rn
Fn.11 tat
Mon. 1 p.m.
Mon.5 p.m.
Wal. 1 pin.
Thur 11 IA.
Thur.1 p.m.

Monday
SOW Save
Way
Wane*
Thuralay
Flidrf
Sainiay

•,,t),7111ed 011110,

Supplie

•

t-

..

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
010

060

010
Nolo,

LA*
Naga

NNW

BUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTORY

Help amid

FULL-T1ME RN for busy medical prac-

INVITATION TO BID

Complete Formal Wear Headquarters

tice. Must be licensed in the state of
Notice is hereby given that the Calloway County Fiscal Court desires to purchase
two new road graders. Delivery of the equipment must be on or before November
lirt, 2007
The Calloway County Fiscal Court requires the bidder provide trade in allowances
for 3 graders currently in inventory Graders may be seen at the Calloway County
Road Department

Kentucky. Will need good phone, orga-

Alr.Ca'a latiprba

nizational and people skills. Must be

Limousines & Vans

Specification for the new equipment may be picked up at the Calloway County
Road Department at 105 East Sycamore Extended between the hours of 7 30 and
3-30 PM CDT Monday through Friday Questions should be directed to Jodie
Brooks, Road Supervisor at 270-753-4846
Sealed bids should be delivered to the Office of Calloway County Judge Executive
Larry Elkins, 101 South 5th Street, Murray, no later than 2 pm October 2.2007 at
which time they will be opened and read aloud
The final bid should be for the new graders less trade in allowance
The Fiscal Court reserves the right to accept the lowest or evaluated bid price or
reject any or all bids, to waive technicalities or to re-advertise
Larry Elkins
Calloway County Judge Executive
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE
OF THE commit
INVITATION TO LEASE
The Administrative Office of the Courts desires
to lease approximately 1,200 square feet of office
space for Drug Court Services. Offices must be located within three blocks of the Calloway County
Judicial Building. Space should be available for
occupancy on or before November 1, 2007.
Responses moat be in writing and submitted in a
sealed envelope with PR-8353 clearly marked on the
front. Please send responses to Facilities,
Administrative Office of the Courts, 100 Millcreek
Park, Frankfort, KY 40601-9320. (FAX responses
will not be accepted Each proposal should include
the type, location, and availability date of the property. Also furnish a floor plan showing the interior
layout of the existing building to include walls,
doors, windows, and columns
All proposals must be received before 1 00 PM
EDST, Friday, September 28, 2007. All bide received
will be opened and publicly read at the AOC offices
at that time.
A inerrweatative. al this AOC will make art
appointment to inspect all proposed lease space that
meets the requirements stated above. A determination will not be made until a visual inspection of all
proposed properties has been made. Property must
be approved by the Department of Housing,
Buildings. and Construction, Division of Building
Codes Enforcement, and must meet OSHA and the
Americans with Disabilities Act specifications, as
well as existing applicable building codes For any
additional information, contact Kelly Anderson of
the Facilities Department at (502)573-2350.

Saturdays.

Please

y-

LeN, Is*
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Murray

1\11 LASER
,
Law ter Remove Smote
Sado Voris. Sul Soots,
Sion Rsquvenslion.

761-4999
OUR fish is not square
at Sandra D's, 94E
293-3816
THE Murray Ledger 8
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
thee own risk. Alhough
persons and companies mentioned hereon
are believed to be repThe Murray
utable
Ledger 8 Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any rearrange*
fly whatsoever for their
SICeinbell
BMW
;44 child needs you!
-become a foster parent up to $36/day
WKUMFS
270-443-9004
APART'MENT complex
looking for part-tims
menage. m Murray. KY
Send inquiries to PO
Box 160. Dos Run. MO
email
or
63637
response to moss0
:;rysimensgarnent can
.4WON PT help needed
331-232-6192.
477-4204667
•G Apple Cafe needs
.
„::4ctsy 11110reer Apply in
-person

IECC*
Ihover eV Ranitt

Help Us Help Kids!!
Be a Foster Parent

Happy
Belated c
2ad
Birthday
Caitlyal
We im

BRITTHAVEN of
Benton is currently
accepting applications
for the following positions Full-time LPN
We offer competitive
wages and an excellent benefit package
Must be licensed in the
State of Kentucky
Apply in person at
Brilthaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy
641 S Benton, KY
42025 E0E/AAE NO
PHONE CALLS
PLEASE
of
BRITTHAVEN
Benton is currentty
accepting applicabons
for the following positions. Certified Nursing
We offer
Assistants
competitive wages and
ari excellent benefit
Package ACC01, sr, Pmson at Brinhaven of
Benton 2607 Main
MIS
Street
Hwy
Benton. KY 42025
EOEJAAE NO PHONE
CALLS PLEASE
PAINTING contractor is
recruiting expenenced
professional murneymen painters Must
have 4-years professional panting exponent* Position includes
bonsai plan including
Health, Retirement 8
paid vacations To
apply cal 753-6A95
We voice friescage
No weir m apple:ants
accepted This company is an sou" opportunity employer

1040-F Murray, KY 42071.

(270)8984293
(866)30NECCO
FT Sales Rep., Comm
sales, qualified leads.
Send resume to Peco
Products, LLC, P.O.
Box 363, Murray KY
42071
or
email
Info0pecoproducts co
FULL-TIME
position
available for LPN or
Certified
Medical
Assistant with clinical
experience in a busy
family practice setting.
Monday -Thursday.
Benefits
package.
Apply by resume only
with references to:
Richard H. Crouch.
M.D.
300 South 8th Street
301E
Murray, KY 42071
MASONRY laborers
needed Valid driver's
license required
489-2790, 293-2856

814 1114.
Illeney,ID non
02111011115411115

siVALEART

411631174757

All Orreries Traesportstioe • Airport Service r Certified Drivers

Adecco

You are responsible for the deductible that
Medicare does not pay $992 on Part A, $131 on
Part B Call me for more information
FREE HELP IN CLAIM FILING FOR MY CLIENTS

753-7890 • 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

IMPLOWIINT WOKE

ADECCO: JOB FAIR
We will be hosting this event for LIGHT INDUSTRIAL on Wednesday & Thursday. Positions available in
Murray, Paducah and Mayfield. To participate apply
on line eapp.adecco.com, zip code 42001, then call
800-403-9970 for further instructions. DRUG
SCREEN/BACKGROUND SCREEN WILL BE
REQUIRED.

Nelp Wailed

When accessing the
-help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledger com,
you will be redirected
to pbnetwork.corn.
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
websita not all listings
on the iotinetwork.com
are pieced through
-Oh.Islurrsy Ledger
& Tittles. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
lob listings Thank you

Lou V. McGary
Does Your Policy Pay 100% of
the Deductibles?

send

060

DISCLAIMER

INSURANCE

willing to work a flexible schedule
Including

resume and cover letter to: P.O. Box

CI' 'rev
-

VISA

HELP WANTED
Part/Full time 3 shifts
daily 7 days a week
$9hr slier paid
training + Benefits
Contact us now!
1 -888-974-JOBS or
www.18889741obs.co

"How To Protect A Lifetime
Of Savings"
*14.4% Is guaranteed
money.

Avoid inflationary cost.

*No nsk to principal because it is guaranteed
'The rate is subject to change so call now
(270)210-2533
If you have, 401-1<, 403-B, Stocks, Mutual
Funds, CD's or other retirement investments.

Lock in price; single pay lit
payment plan.

Software
Developer
Je,ekprneni

•

a udenusi And
moti.d01 441..arc dneloper
for our Murray. KY office
vteting

on first year

NEEDED:
Graphic
Designers needed on a
contractual basis for
large format printers.
Must be available to
contact clients dunng
daytime woriung hours
M-F 9AM-5PM. Send
resume to
into @ pecoproducts.co
m Include samples of
graphic design projects
and references_
NEEDING
hair
dressers
Special
Effects, Benton, KY
Part time or full 7030542, 437-4755
NOW hiring Days Inn
night auditor/front desk
(days). Apply in person
only 517 S. 12th St.,
Murray
NOW taking applications for all positions
and all shifts. Apply
In person at Sonic
Drive-ln, 217 S. 12th
St., Murray, KY. No
phone calls.
NURSE Practitioner or
Physician's Assistant.
Part-time,
2-3
days/week. P.O. Box
1040-E, Murray, KY
42071.

hnp atone Jr'•itine nethirickoor him

J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
201 S. 3rd • Murray, KY 42071

1400-585-6033
TRAVIS ASPHALT
Tony Travis
270-753-2279

WILL clean houses
Flexible hours
314-348-1738

MURPHY
USAVE
Murphy USA is currently seeking
a Manager in the Murray area.
Our gas station is located on the parking lot
of the Wal-Mart Supercenter.
Excellent starting salary
($30,000 to $35,000/YR)
plus monthly commissions, complete benefit
package including Health Benefits and Profit
Shanng program. Applicants should possess
strong leadership skills, solid basic retail math
skills and outstanding people skills. Pnor retail
management expenence not required.
but desired.

Call Murphy Oil USA. Inc.
Toll Free at
1-800-843-4298

<Me

ugbefi
-

NE

Appliance
& Electrical Repair
Hazel, KY 42049

226-9398
492-8191
TN (ic 058393• KY LialCE60221 ME9837
West TN Per 23 Years

Swing WON

Kra

Call Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
at 753-1916
and place your ad today!
Enroll your child now!

Evening Child Care
a atlable for ages 2 - 10 years
Mondays - Thursdays
4:00-9:30 p.m.
Contact director at

WANTED: Tax professionals for local office
You provide the attitude; we provide education, training, and
career development
Please call
618-771-6296

RN or LPN Part-time,
2-3 days/week P0
Box 1040-0. Murray,
KY 42071

NUICS OWners

FashornPovkei

Paving - Sealcoating - Hauling

TRUCK Drivers
needed with Class A
CDL's. Responsibilities
will include hauling
asphalt & other construction materials in
Maxie dump trucks. If
you
meet
these
requirements
send
your resume or apply in
person at 7025 Old
Cairo Road, West
Paducah, KY 42086.
No phone calls.
EOE

CLEANING for Homes
or Businesses I have
20 years experience
270-759-9553

Terry 1,aac,,'kuren

Commercial Waste
Disposal

TIRE Technician need-ed. Apply in person,
Carroll Tire & Wheel
Alignment, 1305 N.
12th St.

270-753-2411

Phone (270)759-1565
Cell 270 210-2533

DEVsou rce

PERSONS needed to
prepare income tax
Seasonal
returns
employment We will
train Free tax course
Cali 753-9204 or
437-4531

Set up Pre-Thana Trust

Call Ron Sallin (Agent)

416 All Types of Refuse Service
If interested, *AAA real mom

— PREPLANNING —
Dallas Willoughby
Pre-Arrangement Spenalist

809-3899
Or E-mail
i.Cnnl?

murra state.ed u Alof
150
Arlides
For Sae

MDM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
Service/ repairs.
759.3556
Went to Buy
ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235
BUYING old U S coin
and paper money collections 293-6999
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
GOOD used refrigerators, electric ranges,
gas heaters, air conditioners
baseboard
heaters Used carpeting 753-4109
150
Articles
For Sale
07 Hot tub, brand new
in package,6-7 person,
lots of jets, digital,
ozoneator, water fall,
cover. retail $7 300,
must
sell
$3.600
(573)300-1031
12X24 storage building
w/front porch New
$3,900 firrn 492-8222
BACH Trumpet, $150
Trombone, $50, and
Trampoline, $50
293-0447

CINDERELLA
prom
dresses. 1 size 4 yellow, 1 size 8 blue. $150
each. 270-492-8614
HD Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza to see our selection of HD televisions
Flat screen Plasma &
LCDs Rear Projection
also
LG, Toshiba,
Hitachi & Sony. We
have a large selection
of entertainment centers & TV carts
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite 759-0901
NEW pool table, never
used, 1 -slate, solid
wood, carved legs. felt,
acc package. retails
$4,500. selling for
$1.500,
must
sell
)573)300-1031
PRIME LOCATION, 2
crypts
at
Murray
Memorial
Gardens
inside
side-by-side
Chapel
level
2
(479)
7504811
SATELLITE System
FREE
Get a 4-room FREE
FREE DVFI or HD
upgrade
FREE 6
months of HD programming wfliD upgrade
Get months 3 FREE of
Cinemax
HBO
&
Programming starts at
$29 99 per mo. + $5 00
for local networks Cali
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite for more info
759-0901 or toll free
877-455-0901

210

150
Articies
For Sale

Firewood

SEASONED oak fireTIMESHARE for sale:
wood. $30 a rick, $50
2-bedroom
lockout
delivered.
apartment in Orlando,
270-227-8302
close to Disney World.
Available
every
2
years, week 51. Use
only one bedroom and
you can get an addiOWNER
tional week, Call 809- FINANCE
2760
'98 38R 2BA $5,000
Need to place an ad? down $645 month 1
acre 72 Sundance
Call us we
753-1011
will be
2001 Fleetwood 16x80
glad to help
3BR 2BA, extra nice
Murray Ledger
270-489-2525
& Times
FRANKLIN
1993
16x80 3BR 2 bath with
270-753-1916
upgrades. Must move
270-753-6197
Appliances
GOVERNMENT
FUNDS available for
first time home buyers.
Zero down, your land
or family land. Ends
10/15/2007.
731-584-9109

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS

On the Square Murray

NEW 38R singlewide
on 1 acre lot, move-in
ready, no
rentals
851,500
(270)978-0921

(270) 753-1713
160
Nome Furnishings
KITCHEN table with
leaf and 6 chairs, computer table with shelf,
doll cabinet, queen bed
frame with head and
footboard. Kenmore
18 portable dishwasher. 1 year old.
767-1878
LIKE new crib, dresser/changer with hutch
& changing pad $750
436-6202

Homes For Rent
NICE 28R trailer No
pets. 753-9866
1211
Apalminti For Asnt
1 OR 2br apts near
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo
753-4109

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
S(15 lhoguid

c • Murray. KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 — Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications

Office Hours 8 a.m. — 12 p.m.j6
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
0

CLASSIFIEDS

4I1 • Moudai. Septrniterr 17, 2007

.iVitvLialLAND AUCTION
Saturday, Ostoleor 5th 2007

MOVING SALE
Terry's Decorating
1306-G South 12th St.

2:00 PM

Location Nighthawk Dr Ramie Dr & lasallosewk Dr.. Munro. KY tPonsrlown
Muni" KY tali* Hey 94 Eel 2 Wes lo Wel 280 Proceed East
Community
'wry :so Pollortown Rd it Poplar Spmes Rd lien ProC•ed 8 man IC
• wes
Wince Dr Wien I Mlle to ficlatualt Dr 111/* Peeing!

IN 2 SIDES NV Mali=
iit AstA) 9
z

LANrni

GOU COURSE -

195.93,401u
. in Tracts & Combinations

REAL ESTATE TRACT ACREAGE TRACTS OF 12 ACRES 15 ACRES 10 ACRES AND 22 ACRES 84JY ANY TRACT COMBINATION OR ENTIRE
PROPERTVI Inottodloto Muntong Pnyterges
Escortont InIstrlor Rose, Weh Growl Throughout Farm)

cALURVAY

CO. FIRE DEPT. a 7
AUCTION HELD AT
ON HWY. tee NI POTTENTOWN!

ca.For
vt.cnure or Vol tinewherriseections.corn
PEAL ESTATE WM. V.Wiwi Lay CA Soo liarnce in 30 Ores a 10% Soya
rkr added to It nil 808 And mouton .r•conerac Sse P.
seed twee Reserve! F
•

I'LAURI$14 "it ViN701117
....ft..
47111184
UP felt 74/ 4711s3• MO SOD 4a IR
VIM ear Wielliene wweallarrperect MISR Cram
A laredor

91.

or. land M.km.g

Pawn & paint supplies: 20-50% off,
Wallpaper $2, Borders: $1,
Stocked hardwood: $1 /sq.tt.,
50c/sq.ft.,
Carpet & vinyl pieces: $3-$6
All sales final. 753-3321

RMI1TWWTIaV
rkr4.SM,USFIOI
PROPUIVI

BUILDING SITES, MINI FARM
TRACTS, GREAT DEER TURKEY
AND SMALL GAME NUKTING,
GENTLE ROUJ/4 CROP WO.
BOOSTING Of FINE STANDING
TIMBER PINE OAKS CHERRY.
JUST A TREMENDOUS TRACT Of
LAND IN CALLOWAY COUNTY

P.

ea Norte • blevilmeit

AVAILABILITY
KEY MINI WAREHOUSES

NA

trai"....••

,

11•••••an1 Atl Naolu•
'II Rai Mile Misdeed hrieln
Wt se ihr Nero Far
A.,wrise Act Quo 'news ,t
egal lo whoopuc ree
tumour or die mmg
(uvri.tar rat, altos rek
•r w. lunar/. taariial
- • .r
ingot). or one
.4,

••afr Low. katki Awroullelibon
risk wail or shoriesu
.4 ideals bawd el Islors
Ades* to dime essteried
:flan inkral
inor•kngi, airy! am
kw anal ernik• waled,
114.0.14 thr la. All
;•4
prruin• at 5.-orbs informed

44•114
1.4-4.4.•••••

Murray. KY 42071

Call For Sizes & Prices.

ItOtA.ENN
sELF-STOItiGE

Security Gate

-Abater Ras robes

'Hwy 121Nrewess
Minolta' Guard
1711-759- g
%I._% I NHS
NOW LEASING
2 & 3beciroom Apts

1 OR Small Witch°netts. ail utilities fur
ruSheid, no pets,
Aur0111 KY Call
474.7202
various 'matrons
Coleman
RE 753 9898

$200 $300

MR I bait, dupee on
mired street washer &
/Nye/ furnished totally
remodeled no pets
SSOLLinonth
i270i293 64J0

We accept Sector
if vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Or
Monday
Wednesday F rida y
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOD 1/1 800-648-6056

RED OAKS APTS
Stmcief
$100 Davos
itaft $3.
2Bfl
Call mow
75,344.6.

lfiti bock vr.d hookup
-arrion patio No pets
$i6', a month
?r,46931 iv 2416070
2tfutruilai- T2'"
$125 rno
29317438 293 1446

18E1 in county Lease &

20R 'duper. rice

depose No pets 7530728 994 3308

C-11- A appliances Inc
rushed Various ioca
eons Coleman RE
753 9896
washer dryer,
213R
dtstmeasher
moist
nieghtx.iniroyi or) pots
SalSimorith • deposit
7530919
seri IRA all awl,
*Mies central KA
Cr:awn:in RE "i3 9498
SOUTHWOOD Condominiums All appliances included
767 9944
FEMALE college stu•
dents need roommate
Place
Murray
in
E vie ything Included
Contact Given 27052e-04185. 270-45405a5 or Murray Place
townhouse
AftLit.
style apartment 1 Varga
bedroom reel 1 bath
room in the Kiddie',
area Beasitifuly deco
washrindrys/
rated.
c-onnecleons and large
country porch No pets
ideal for single or
Young coup* $350 per
with
$350
month
depose For more min
call 793 7019
CAVE Oak Apts
Newly lternodeirni
lEIR $29000
2BR S340 oo
36R1425 00
$100 depose special
for qualieed applicants
Oleos hours 8-2
Mon Fn
Call lodes tor appoir4
meta

714411121
iSM
NrCe 29R
CArpon No psis
717 3064 or 753-745

2 bedroom, *Md, wood
and ble floors. central
twatais smoke & pet
free very nice $575
month Must see'
:2b6006
2 3 & 48R houses
deposit
&
L ease
required 753-4109
newly
IBA
2BR
roma:le-4d no pots
415 S 100' $425
month 270-793.4602
or 270-4354602
38R 1 5BA, immack,
late condition extended Waal required, no
pets References arid
depose required 1116
f airline Dr 5850 per
month 270 293-4602
or 270-435-4602
3IBR IBA horns in the
commundy
Kirlisey
includes washer dryer
hookups dishwasher
gas range and ',Inger
woof with beeublui farm
setting No pets $550
pot month with $500
deposit required For
more into. cal
293-7019

313/1 foreclosure guy
for only $19990 For
listings 000-560, 1951
Sal S021
Only $262 per
month 5% down 20
years al 8% APR For
listings 800 560 1951
eel S891
3181 Iff211A. Sw of
town. lame yard.

garage door opener
ecipaancee S7SOrno
• depose_ reterences
NO PETS 753-7920
NNW

C1 dean 211A
1.40.
mem 1413 tepieepa
. 6890011 No
.
1 46
pew $400 rru'rar`
0084 2.'• • ••
787,

Alf Warehousing
Neer ASSU 120-50

753781311

NION NACII
MININSTORAG
•All Site Unita
Available
Now Have
Climate

Control

753-3.53

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119L Main
(270) 753-6266
(-ell (270)293-4183
rem 4 p m SCE

END-OF-SUMMER
Sale!
LAKE ACCESS
1• AC - 134.900
twin 549.9001
w/ FREE Boat Saps!
SAVE 515.000' Great
end-of-season deal or
nicety wooded lake
&CLASS acreage in premier development on
spectacular Kentucky
Lake' Paved rd ug
utils Other parcels
avail at similar savings Call now 1-800704-3154, a 1506

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
Now milting
Located ji 120 S 4th St
270-4M-5496

270-293-6906

Septic system, gravel.

Starting at 52I,

elide rock
436-2113

mounted

Call 7S3-5606

Camry
SE
2007
Loaded, dark grey
$21,500 227-8589

PREMIER MINISTORACWE
•ffirde climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
.We see boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753 9600

FINANCING'''
405 S Stir St 38F1
18A $2000 down
$395 month 753-2222

PRICE REDUCED!
1607 ICkIcwood
Excellent locaboc
remodeled with
tenant updates
well maintained

For deeds
STARTIPS6 your own
business' Use your
imagination Business
Property suitable for
pet store pet motel
day care sewing face
ry, craft business pot
tory making This has
been car detail shop
and retail shop 3.:4
acre lot *MS MOM for
expansion Good park
ing. good location Kph
traffic businiws area

Black
Ford
2001
Mustang, 42,000 Miles
Cal 1270)559-5272

CATHY'S
Wallpapenng. Painting.

2001 Pontiac TrantAM
WS6 package Ram Alf
hood leather. T-Tops
black On black, 87.000
owner,
miles,
1
511,000

270'227-

to
reduced
Price
$79 900 tor (sock kaki
Cal Earteene Woods
o G'ay's Properties
Cal 270-7520077

11.-1-1

hi

OFFICE or retail specs
available Prime locabon 753-2905
2931480
toaPilt
_
2 miniature horses for
sale Can be seen at
The Red Bern $600 for
pow 263-4304

AK-CregreMred Welch
Corgi some puppies
Jack Russel Tomer*
'mak & Ausballeri
Shepherd Skis Mertes
Ism raised virevied
shots Judy Turner

M181499-1282
(818)672-4778
C
diCTerrier puppies 1350

436-5569
odd Obedience
436-2968

REAM.' 978-1880
227 Jones St Puryear.

TN 313R I 58A 1,400
recently Comfig ft
remodeled
pietety
931-627-0781.

931-627-1026
30R 1 Own house ir
Haze& remodnied
started but needs to
be finished Finish Me
house and neve a total
cost of under 50k Call
for details
(270)203-6430
39111 1 58A brick horns
immaculate move-in
$119.900
condition
1116 F airfare
270-293-4602 or
270-436-4602

38A 26A. large
24.24
workshop.
Martini's Co. MIS*
Mark
Coll
40600
Fredrick RE4Arix
978-1880
4 bedroom brick. 2balk CAVA. on 2 lots
$186.000 Other Mt
In911 et
selheksengs COin
(270)753-4109
FORECLOSURE' 31311
only 519.990 For sw-

ings 803-560-1951 eat
$020
construction
116

NEW
F SI30.

Thoroughbred Drive,
Murray Estates gen

2 SBA. breakfast room
tamer room Floor
hardwood. Me. carrell
Noce_ priced to sell
753-3960. 293-9747
752-0824

M

IBIESSI11811

250 Yamaha Virago
(sesame condPbon
270-227-6608

Gleaning. 270- 2276606 731-496-8904
Tree
COMPLETE
Free estiService
mates Phone
436-2562 227-0267

4605. 270-293-5979

'87 Trans Arm, '81
Corvette. '77 Corvette
270-4351555.
270-293-4611

Nan dimisp.

abed I

270-293-3173

leave

phone number

•pa.op
elanaillie.

(ININSINNS
NADEAU S
Construction

05 Dodge kern SW8
41.000 miles hemp
engine. 20' factory

extended cab. BOK
miles 57,500 7532297 or 2939528
99 Dodge Barn 1500
360 V8 4r4 low package bed liner, 74.000
original owner,
mi
loaded clean $9,700
293.5884

1979 Ranchero GT. AN
ungsnal. 73.000 actual
miles 302 engine.
auto arr, power brakes
Al papers from new
$6,500 (731)247-3752
40

270453-8029
1609 Catalina 48R
2BA Large kitchen. 2.
car Wont. APOilances
included MISS 41000
Call Mark Fredrick

Garage
BROWN'S
Doors
Sales service & repair
Call 573-895-2130 or
573-421-8413
B USY -BEE
By
Housecleaners
appointment
Toes .
Openings
Fridays
&
Wed
Contact 484-1525 or
kygir11290 hotmail co

(270)331-0188 •
2001 Toyota Tacoma

"OWNER

Dozer work & Track
hoe

2002 Pontiac Grand
Am GT Black. grey
Mather interior, moon
root 2 door. 87.000
miles, $5,400
270-752-1178

wheels. $14,500
MURRAY Store and
Lock Prellently has
units avaftble
753-2905 or 753 7536

ROY HILL

14, 15 16 inch

tamp
5 acre cleared land 1/2
mile from
Murray
MISS 40015 Call Mark
RE.-'Max 978-

%u-akaljijnll
Hauling

BACicHOE &
TRUCKING

USED TIRES

Swoon 011brie
ULM
LAWN %IRVIt
Momong Mann urtng,
lanckt aping A
&nil 5.1( uurnang
Sattalat bon guaranteed

753-1114 727-1161
YOUR AD
COULD RE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
LALL 753-1116

; NIX prebei
Pre•usre Wasbase
ScalLas Decks
HIV Eateries
I:kneed & bowed

-Flooring •Oecks
•Vinyl siding •All
Home Improvements
(270)2711-2111
Licensed/Insured

OEM MILLIMUNG

436-2967 Lamb's
Prolessional Tree
Service CompleSs tree
removal etc

insures

436-5141 a-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters
fur*. tree work
At Joe's Mower
repair peck-up. dervtory 436-2867
A 1 Slump Removal
Folk insured
437-3044

APPUANCI IMPAIR
SERVICE • PARTS
(270) 293-8728 OR
759-5534
Chuck Vwi Buren

•Oeer and Turkey
*Custom planting
-Soil testing
-timing and Fertilizing
•SPraYINI
*Bedding area Design
and Construction
*Wildlife Trees and
Shrubs Available
(270)293-5519/days
498-8950/evenings

GOLDEN POND, Ky. - "c-pt. 29. Land Between The
National
ILBL)
Lakes
Recreation Area honors National
Public Lands Day (NPLD). our
nation's largest one-day volunteer event for public lands.
LBL will offer visitors free
regular daytime admission to
Woodlands Nature Station. The
Pond
Homeplace, Golden
Planetarium shows, and the Elk
& Bison Prairie(EBP). An EBP
Celebration will also take place
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. at the
Golden Pond Visitor Center.
Throughout the day visit the
touch table, sign up for an EBP
van tour guided by the Friends
of LBL Bugle Corps. and enjoy
a Powder, Patch, & Ball program, a demonstration of old
weapons and techniques of
prairie hunting.
"National. Public Lands Day
is one of the most inspiring ways
to give back to the land," said
Hawkins, Recreation
Gary
Specialist at LBL. "It is an
opportunity to say thank you to
our volunteers and we appreciate the time they donate
throughout the year to make
LBL a cleaner, safer, and better
place for everyone."
In honor of NPLD. LBL and
Friends of LBL will host its
annual Fall Shoreline Litter
Clean-up as pan of the day's
activities. Those who wish to
participate in beautifying the
land may begin from one of the

Horoscope

-04-K-491t-11.1.
clearing Nonce rows

aH A PPY 131RTTIDA'Y7' for
Tuesday, Sept. 18, 2007:
LinClerbruitning ponds
Your Actions this year could
waterways
/9 yrs 114:2000C.
make a big difference in your
Greg RW*01
personal life. Your career and
1762934/371'
community standing has an
Cleaning erratic, but not had pattern.
DAVID'S
Service All external Listen to feedback from those
deareng Vinyl. fences
you look up to. They might be
etc (270)527-7176
able to give you a pointer or two.
DNJ HANDYMAN
If you are single. you could disWe do all the odd robs cover someone quite interesting
you don't haVe time
and exciting. Don't count on this
for
bond being stable for a while.
Painting siding roofs
This relationship could work if
decks
soy don't become attached too
293-5438
quickly. After the year mark,
anchor in. If you are attached.
you feel as if every day is a new
day with your sweetie. Interact
Sew Aseliasin Meer
and share even more. SAGITrote SISM111•61111fts I D.
Swap WSW Wain a To ,
TARIUS likes being home alone
are
al Car Itak •.•
with you!
270-22 -286

FREE
;47•110:11111!
I.

FUTRELL S Tree

The Stars Show the Kind of

Seneca
You'll Have: 5-Dynamic::
Trimming
removal, Day
stump grinding fire- 4-Positive: 1-Average; 2-So-so:
wood Insured
489-2839

JOE'S JOBS

; •

2434434• 436

WILDLIFE
Food Plot
Consulter*.

4-4.144 •

1r-5444

ARIES (March 21-AprI1 19)
***** If you disengage from
the conflict and turmoil, answers
will appear but not through the
conventional mode An imaginative friend or creative brainstorming session becomes instrumental Tonight Break down mental
blocks that prevent you from

IIIIITAL OP
MUNRO r

seeing more
TAURUS (Apr11 20-May 20)
r Continuous Gutters, **rarer Togetherness is the
Garage Door Service
theme right now even if you
Repair
want to swing a bat at someone
Ckwier Greg Itssielleld Learn to detach and look at the
12701 293-MRS
whole picture Otherwise, someone rrught be unpredictable and
A
MIL,
demanding Be sure you can
PrOSSUre Waldlieita
deal mit' that reaction Tonight
dnyl, wood. brick, wilSay yes to a loved ones invea-

ing. concrete decks &

more
270-227-8160

NEED HELP?
Handyman Spry k'ee.
All min(
No pob to=.
Free eituriatea.
(731)247-3001
(731)363-3511

Cahn Constriction,
General C-ontracti rig
Commercial Residential
Remodeling, Additions,
Repairs, Concrete & Roofing

Office: 270-761-6790
. _(ell: 270-978-1007

THE Murray Ledger A
Se
considers
Times
@Cortes reliable but roc!
occur
do
ClariC1011
Readers using ass nicemelon do so at thew own
riek Although persons and
mentioned
companies
hereon WO believed to be
Murray
The
reputable
Ledger & TIMIS oar any ot
its employees accept any
responsibility WnalliOever
tor tier bravoes

FREE to a good home
Fnendly 1-1/2 yew old
Chocolate Lab/Beagle
mix Gail 752-0299

LBL honors National
Public Lands Day

270-753-2279

A*Pets

•Inon5
•
41••

)1ousrinf 1.1.ertiun1 orguar
mrnt. ,ontAtt \A4 Iout.kers, I %lam C1111144

4,11,4404441e. •

I It ‘VIIS
ASPHALT
PAS

7/0

TRENCHING
731-782-3951
731-336-5288

10%1 IR 14%IS

=
.0
Malin any 1111
linytalun•

li()11
11.1
1% 111 %MI

2711-759-4874

-1/ v 9-

759-0501
-53.1537

705-7692

I,. WON"' anntsntr ad; fair

270-753-5562

S11\1\11 1\S•1
II \ )1 \l \
551 /Rh

%Sill 11.1
\I itchell tiros.

price!

REDUCED

2003 VIC1Ofy Cruiser,
1.507 cc'1/92 cubic
inches 9.000 miles
new tires Lots
extras $7,800

niaN,.• an equal 5u4?
ran b...

1850 State Route 121 South

SEMI-RETIRED car
penter Start immediately 753-9440 R L
Woods

AAA HANDYMAN
AM typal of carpentry.
additions. decks
Hauling. clean up iunk
Garage. yards,
busidings
Prompt dependable
Free estimates
35 yrs expenence
Anytime 753-9210

11/•cs Cl

Si,,,. I eJser& Imre In,

OINsS

Oared

I'm ing

tivi Ali Jwiviior. a4.rrrrnt at

Riga
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GEMINI("My 21-June 20)
***** Others will work wrtri
you if you defer to them Does
that sound contradictory? You
donl shintys need to let another
know that you are master of your
own destiny Being subtle could

work far better Try it out
Tonight Return calls and e-mail
and slop for a chat with a pal
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***
know the problem
with al Week and no play It
appears at this point -- whops
kiel for today, lust for the here
and now -- you might need to toe
des line Investigate new °poor
tuna's openly Make no (Masons - yet Tonight Get some
exercise
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
We

***** You could unleash a lot
of fun and humor if you are wiling to walk the untrodden path

You might want 10 see someone

three hub sites: LBL's North
Fenton
Station,
Welcome
Camping and Special Events
Area. and South Welcome
Station.
Participants are asked to
check-in at one of the hub sites.
Each will be staffed with volunteers who will make recommendations on possible areas to be
cleaned up. Hours at LBL's
North and South Welcome
Stations will be from 9 a.m. to 4
p.m. Hours at Fenton Camping
& Special Events Area will be
from 9 a.m. to 12 noon.
"This is a great opportunity
for families, and especially
groups, who want to demonstrate their appreciation for the
environment," said John Ruth,
Executive Director of Friends of
LBL. "It's a nice way to spend a
fall day and gives you the satisfaction of. making a contnbution
to your community."
National Public Lands Day is
the largest hands-on volunteer
effort in the nation to improve
and enhance our public lands
It givek
American's enjoy.
everyone the opportunity to give
back to the land they use to hike,
bike, climb, swim, explore, picnic. or just plain relax, and is a
good way to begin a memorable
tradition within your family,
church, scout or civic group.
For more information on LBL's
NPLD opportunities and activities call 1-800-455-5897 or 270924-2007.

Iv mainline mar
Mini a different perspective, arta
with more empathy, you will.
Someone might be downright
inspirational. Tonight: Act like the
sign that loves love.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Take your rightful place,
and forget being bashful. OnCe
you acknowledge yourself, so
will others. You easily might feel
overwhelmed by requests. Learn
to say no You cannot be everywhere at the same time. Tonight
A must appearance.
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct 22)
***** Speak your mind but
don't close off other options, or
you might be sorry Keep every
door open as a possibility
Refuse to say no to an unexpected offer, even if it might stress
you out. Think before you leap
Tonight. Chat up a storm
SCORPIO(Oct 23-Nov. 21)
**** You might consider tossing logic to the wind in order to
do exactly what you want
Ultimately, the end results could
be uncomfortable, even if you
delight in the immediate experience Only you can weigh the
pros and
indulging

cons

Tonight

Off

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
***** You continue to feet
like you're on top of your game
The difference between now and
yesterday IS that others have
become receptive Still, some-

one close might create uproar,
but not at the level he or she is
capable of Look at the positives
Tonight Please yourself'
CAPRICORN (Doc. 22-Jan. 19)
**** You might want to Sit
back and listen more carefully to
what is being said You could be
blocking another's words and nqt
getting the gist of what he or She
is sharing New vistas and possibilities open up Tonight Get
some extra R and R while you
still can
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Fob. 18)
Aar*** Zero in on what is
important If you feel that you
don't have what it lakes to make
sorneewsg you want happen, do
not give up Think outside the
box and be creative Surprises
occur when you are willing to do
the unusual Tonight Where the
crowds are
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**Sr Your unanticipated reaCtions sometimes Make up others Slop and think about it With
understanding. make another
approach toward a loved one or
associate You might need to reestablIsh trust Tonight. A must
appearance
DORN TODAY
Actress Greta Garbo (1905),
singer Frankie Avalon (1939),
actor Robert Blake (1933)
.
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LookingBack
10 years ago

a

Murray-Calloway County Parks
Board has voted to hire Skip
Dobbs of Salem Springs, Ark., as
the new director of the park. He
replaces former director Gary
Holunzai who retired in May.
Larry England. speech teacher
at Calloway County High School,
has been presented the 1997 WalMari "teacher of the Year Award
for excellence in teaching.
In a high school four way golf
match at Miller Memonal Golf
Course, the scores were 154 for
Hopkinsville, 163 for Calloway,
168 for Christian and 171 for
Murray.

20 years ego

S.

's

4

ie

The annual performance report
from the Kentucky Department of
Education leaves the Calloway
County School System with a
clean bill of health, according to
Dr. Jack Rose, superintendent of
Calloway County Board of Education.
Births reported include a boy
to Felicia and Larry Gipson, a
boy to Rebecca and Kristopher
True, a girl to Melissa and Bob
Houghton, a girl to Belinda and
Michael Vaughn, Sept. 12; a girl
to Vicki and Keith Williams and
a boy to Teresa and Barry Adair,
Sept. 14.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Alton were
married for 50 years on Sept. 15
30 years ago
The Calloway County Grand
Jury returned 46 indictments in
its report to Calloway County Circuit Judge James M. Lassiter in
the current session of Calloway
County Circuit Court.
Euple Ward, director of Need
Line and president of Murray Business and Professional Women's
Club, spoke at a joint meeting of
the B&PW Club and Murray Civium Club.
Serving as officers of the Theta

Department of the Murray Woman's
Club for the 1977-78 club year
are Wilma Beatty, chairman, Maxine Scott, vice chairman, Anna
Mae Thurman, secretary, and Cloia
Campbell, treasurer.

40 years ago
Four Calloway County men
were inducted into the United States
Army in this month's draft call
of Local Board No. 10 of Selective Service, according to Mrs.
Gussie Adams, chief clerk. They
are Stanley Hargrove, Roy Lynn
Hill, Glen Ray Lee and Michael
Alexander.
Elected as officers of the Murray Ministerial Association were
Rev. Lloyd Ramer, First United
Methodist Church. president; Rev.
William Porter, First Christian
Church, vice president; and Rev.
T.A. Thacker, Memorial Baptist
Church, secretary-treasurer.
50 years ago
Residents of Calloway County
received $26,583 in August under
Kentucky's four public assistance
programs as follows: $22,869 for
old age. $2423 for aid to dependent children, $196 to aid to needy
blind and $1095 for aid to needy
disabled.
Pfc. Jean S. Allen, son of Mrs.
Neddie Allen of Rt. 3, Murray, is
assigned to the 7th Infantry division's 18th Calvary of United States
Army in Korea.
Paul Hodges is the new minister of College Church of Christ.
60 years ago
Susan Graham, 13 months,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Gene
Graham of Murray. has been stricken with poliomyelitis. Her mother reported it is a mild case and
she is still at home.
Pvt. Walter E. Shackelford Jr.,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Shackelford
of Murray, has finished his basic
training at Fort Knox. He entered
the service in June of 1947.

'10
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forces hurled back a Confederate
invasion in the Civil War Battle
of Antietam at Sharpsburg, Md.
In 1907, Warren Earl Burger.
the 15th chief justice of the United States, was born in St. Paul,
Minn.
In 1920, the American Professional Football Association — a
precursor of the National Football League — was formed in
Canton, Ohio.
In 1939, the Soviet Union invaded Poland. more than two weeks

DEAR ABBY: After a 10year battle, I recently lost my
husband to Alzheimer's disease. My darling was handsome, brilliant and athletic, a
chemist and an avid golfer.
Our family was confused and
concerned when he began losing the ability to do
simple
tasks.
The progression of
his illness
was devastating physically, emoDear Abby tionally and
financially.
No
one
By Abigail
should have
Van Buren
this disease,
either as a person afflicted
with it or as a caregiver who
is helpless to intervene.
Alzheimer's disease is not
the funny punch line of a joke
that it has been made out to
be. It's the seventh-leading
cause of death in this country, yet it doesn't seem to get
the attention that cancer, heart
disease or even AIDS does.
What can I do to ensure that
Alzheimer's won't affect my
children and grandchildren? - ELIZABETH IN DALL'AS
DEAR
ELIZABETH:
Please accept my deepest sympathy for your loss. Alzheimer's
disease has been called "the
long goodbye" with good reason. Your concerns are echoed
by the families of the more
than 5 million Americans cur-

after Nazi Germany had launched
its assault.
In 1944, during World War II,
Allied paratroopers launched Operation Market Garden, landing
behind German lines in the Netherlands. (After initial success, the
Allies were beaten back by the
Germans.)
In 1948, the United Nations
mediator for Palestine, Count Folke
Bernadotte, was assassinated in
Jerusalem by Jewish extremists.
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ACROSS

Fl EIT1EFl c r NIV

Fl

I Sighs
of distress
4 Grant as land
8 Boundary line
12 Mandate
13 Sporty trucks
14 Blowgun
weapon
15 Steamed
17 Uh-huh
(2 wcis
19 Concerning
20 Very bright star
21 Coral reef
locales
23 Or aunt
24 Least
26 Science class
29 Asparagus
morsel
30 Gad
31 '1984' author
33 Encouraged
35 Bog bucks'
36 Makes muffins
37 Zee &la's geler
38 lucky charm

DO I RERUN T
SLEEP IN THE SANE BED
' - MOM SLEPT IN
t4 SHE IsifiS
iTTLE,GREVIT

16
SS

9)
sit
to
be
V
'he

OM,

DEAR ABBY: I'm an active,
3I-year-old woman. I exercise
regularly, play tennis and walk
to work instead of driving. As
a result, I have developed an
athletic physique. According to
my doctor, my height and
weight proportions are ideal
for someone who exercises regularly, and my muscle/fat ratio
is healthy.
My problem is my mother.
She stands 5-foot-5 (the same
height as me) and weighs all
of 95 pounds. She raised me
to accept myself the way I
am and not to change my
appearance just because others want me to.
In spite of this, she constantly belittles me about my
appearance with comments such
as, "Oh, you would look so
much better if you'd lose 15
pounds,' or, "Oh, maybe you
should eat a little healthier - you've put on weight." The
mass in question is muscle,
not fat. I had this checked by
my doctor, who assured me
that I have a healthy build. I
have tried explaining to my
mother that my build is the
result of muscle as well as
genetics, but she won't stop.
I have tried ignoring her
comments, contradicting them
with medical evidence, even
saying that her comments
negate the way she raised me,
but she continues anyway. What
more can I do to stop this?
She's chipping away at my
self-esteem.-- ATHLETIC IN
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA
DEAR ATHLETIC: Perhaps the reason your mother
is preoccupied with your weight
is because she's obsessed about
her own. At 5-foot-5 inches,
she's seriously underweight.
Could she have an eating disorder and be projecting her
obsession on you?
Two things you can do to
help yourself in this situation:
The first is. put the subject
of your weight strictly off limits with your mother. Warn her
that if she raises it, she'll see
far less of you than she has. Then, follow through.
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I'M TAKING LIZ TO THE
BALLET. SHE REALLY
WANTS TO GO

IS
IOU

ContractBridge
logical ploy that might lure West into
a mistake if he held all three trumps.
Accordingly. Kamil took East's
king of diamonds with the ace and
immediately led a low spade toward
dummy! This unusual play gave
West food for thought.
As Kamil hoped, West had to consider the possibility that East held the
singleton ace of spades. This would
be consistent with South's spade
play, as well as the bidding.
West then tried to visualize how
his side might score four tricks. It
seemed likely from East's double,
which implied length in hearts, that
South had only one heart. Declarer
was already known, from the play at
trick one, to hold the A-Q of diamonds, and he surely had either the
ace or king of clubs. If all this were
true, the defenders' only hope was to
score a club trick and three spade
tricks. That was exactly what Kamil
hoped West would think.
After agonizing for several minutes. West decided to play Kamil for
a hand such as•Q8654 V 3•AQ5
•1U108, so he played the deuce on
the first spade. One can only imagine
West's chagrin when dummy's nine
won the trick as East showed out.
Kamil then lost a spade, a bean and a
club to make his contract. Four
spades was defeated at the other
table.
Alan Truscott. reporting the deal
in The New York Times, labeled
Karnil's play a "safety trap." His
teammates remember it fondly as the
"Kamil Coup."

last dealer.
Neither side vulnerable.
NORTH
+10973
II A .1 '7 6 2
•J 4
*Q 3
WEST
EAST
•—
•KJ 2
9 84
KQ5
•9 6 1
•K 108 7•. -2--+974 2
•A 1085
SOUTH
•AQ8654
103
•A Q
•K 36
The bidding:
North
East
South
West
1•
1*
Pass
2*
4
Dble
Opening lead --- three of diamonds_
This deal from the 1996 Reisinger
Teams final in New York City features a brilliant play by Mike Kamil
of the winning squad_
Kamil reached four spades after
East opened one diamond and then
doubled two spades, implying length
in the unbid suits. This double, which
wasn't made 'at the other table,
played a key role in the outcome.
West lad a diamond., and Kamil
assessed his prospects. If the spades
were divided 2-1, he could not be
defeated, as he would lose at most
one spade, one heart and one club.
But if West had the K-J-2 of spades,
the contract appeared doomed. However. Kamil spotted a subtle psycho-
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that your doctors are doing all
the right things, including lowdose captopril to protect your
kidneys. Continue your medicines
and
your
sensible
lifestyle. Good luck.
To give you related information, I am sending you a
copy of my Health Report
"Living with Diabetes Mellitus."

Crosswords
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lye

is World Alzheimer's Day, and
I hope that you -- and others
-- will join the Alzheimer's
Association by becoming an
Alzheimer's Champion, as I
have. To learn more about the
disease and how you can take
steps to join the fight, visit
www.actionalz.org

cause of your hair loss may
be difficult to diagnose and
treat. Also, it appears that you
are rapidly exhausting your
options. I agree that you should
see an endocrinologist on the
outside chance that your hair
loss could reflect a glandular
or hormonal problem. Let me
know the outcome.
To give you related information, 1 am sending you a
copy of my Health Report
"Medical Specialists." Other
readers who would like a copy
should send a long, selfaddressed, stamped envelope
and $2 to Newsletter, PO Box
167, Wickliffe, OH 44092. Be
sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I am
69 years old and have been a
type 1 diabetic for 65 years.
1 have no side effects of
diabetes. I am taking 12.5 milligrams of captopril once a
day to protect my kidneys. 1
exercise daily by walking
briskly. My blood sugar did
yo-yo while on the insulin
shot, so my endocrinologist
put me on the pump. My blood
sugar still yo-yos, but I am
able to regulate it better. My
last A1C was 6.2. Should I
continue the captopril? My
pressure is in the 120/60 range.
I had a stress test and passed
it with flying colors.
DEAR READER: From
your brief note, I conclude

DEAR DR. GOTT: I have
a rather simple problem as
compared to many. My hair
is thinning and falling out.
I am a 54-year-old female
in otherwise good health and
have completed menopause.
About five
years ago,
toward the
end of the
per i menopausal
period,
noticed that
the hair on
the top of
head
Dr. Gott my
was
thinning, and
By
there were
Dr. Peter Gott
fairly large
quantities in the drain after I
showered. I saw my doctor, who
referred me to a dermatologist. She has examined my scalp
every few months since and
prescribed a number of lotions,
potions, shampoos and the like.
Whenever I see her, her
response is that it looks a little better. I disagree. There
has not been an improvement,
and there continues to be hair
in the drain.
I come from a long line of
full, thick-haired people. My
mother and grandmother both
had thick hair, albeit white,
well into their 80s. While my
father died young from an
accident, all of his brothers
and sisters as well as his father
had thick hair.
Where do I turn now? Someone suggested an endocrinologist, but before I try another specialist, I would like your
opinion. While this is not a
life-threatening disorder, it does
little to make one feel good
about oneself.
DEAR READER: The

r
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rently living with Alzheimer's
and the nearly 10 million people who are providing their
care. If something isn't done
about it now, an estimated 16
million people will have it by
the year 2050.
I applaud your determination to get involved. Sept. 21

Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded by her mother, Pauline Phillips.
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Thinning hair
leaves woman baffled

Widow ready to take action
against scourge of Alzheimer's

Todoldnillstory
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, Sept. 17,
the 260th day of 2007. There are
105 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Sept. 17, 1787, the Constitution of the United States was
completed and signed by a majority of delegates attending the Constitutional Convention in Philadelphia.
On this date:
In 1862, in the bloodiest battle day in U.S. history, Union
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Emmys see upsets,'Sopranos' win last trophy
Gone but
LOS ANGELES (API
not forgotten by voter.. "The Sopranos" claimed its final Emmy as best
draniatic series Winners in other top
categories were scattered across the
prone time landscape like the bodies
of the show's fallen characters across
New Jersey
A stunned )6111/C% Spatter kit like
he just "stole a pile of money from
the mob- in winning best drama senes
actor as a devilish lawyer on "Boston
Legal- at Sunday night's ceremony.
And Sally held was her flustered
self as winner of best actress in a
drama for her matriarchal role in
'Brothers & Sisters.''
Spader rubbed out three-time winner Janie. Gandolfini of "The Sopranos.' and last year's upset victor,
Kiefer Sutherland of "24."
held, fondly remembered for her
years-ago TV stints as "C;idget" and
'The Hying Nun." bumped off hhe
Falco of "The Sopranos."Surely this belongs to all the
mothers of the world," Field said in
a rambling acceptance speech that
sound up with a swear word that

had to be bleeped by Fox censors.
Field's speech recalled her muchparodied 1985 acceptance of the bestactress Oscar for "Places in the Heart,"
in which she said the famous line:
"I can't deny the fact that you like
me Right now, you really like me.Presenter Ray Romano also got
attention from the evening's word
police.
Fox blacked out the show for a
few seconds when Romano used a
strong word in a joke about his former "Everybody Loves Raymond"
wile, Patricia Heaton, sleeping with
her new "Hick to You" co-star Kelsey
Grammer
Supporting dramatic actress winner Katherine Heigl of "Grey's Anatomy" mouthed another expletive, which
Fox unsuccessfully tried to evade by
switching camera angles
-30 Rock- took top comedy senes
honors for its behind-the-scenes look
at the craziness of a late-night sketch
show.
Tina Fey, the show's star and creator. acknowledged the show's low
ratings in its freshman year by thank -

mg its "dozens and dozens of viewRicky Gervais of "Extras- beat out
Steve Card l of 'Mu Office" for lead
comedy series actor Gervais originated the buffoonish boss role that
Caren fills on the American version
of the British sitcom
The biggest laugh of the night was
earned by presenters Jon Stewart and
Stephen Colbert, after they announced
that Gervais won.
"Ricky Gervais could not be here
tonight. Instead we're going to give
this to our fncnd, Steve ('arch," Stewart said Carell bounded on stage,
sharing a group hug with Stewart
and Colbert.
America Ferrera. TV's breakout
star as the dumpy fashion magazine
assistant on "Ugly Betty." was the
lone acting front-runner to wtn. She
added an Erruny as leading comedic
actress to her Golden Globe and
Screen Actors Guild victories this
year.
"This is such an amazing, wonderful achievement.- Ferrera said.'Tlie
award is to be able to get up and

AP
Jaime Pressly accepts the award for outstanding supporting actress in a
comedy series for her work on "My Name is Earl" at the 59th Pnmetime
Emmy Awards Sunday.
go to work tomorrow."
Regarcled as one of television's bestever series. 'The Sopranos" aired its
final show this past lune, leaving
many viewers grumbling about its enigmatic, cut-to-black ending.
Yet the show got some final respect
Sunday night with two standing ovations — first, when the cast was
introduced, and again when the series
received the night's top honor.
"In essence, this is a story about
a gangster,- show creator David Chase
said. "And gangsters are out there
taking their kids to college, and taking their kids to school, and putting
food on their table.
"And, hell, let's face it, if the
world and this nation was run by
gangsters- — Chase paused and
shrugged, as the audience laughed —
"maybe it is."
- AP - Rookie host Ryan Seacrest cif
The cast of The Sopranos' stand backstage with their outstanding drama aeries award at the 59th Primearne "American Idol" was seen sparingly
Emmy Awards Sunday at the Shone Auditonum in Los Angeles
alter opening the three-hour telecast.

()11)11:N H()

Instead, he turned the Shrine Auditorium's in-the-round stage over to
the veteran comedy chops of Romano,
Ellen DeGeneres and Lewis Black.
One of the night's other standing
ovations went to former vice president Al Gore, whose Current TV
channel, which features viewer-created videos, was honored for achievement in interactive television.
"We are trying to open up the television medium so that viewers can
help to make television, and join the
conversation of democracy, and reclaim
American democracy by talking about
the choices we have to make," said
Gore, whose global-warming documentary "An Inconvenient Truth" received
an Oscar earlier this year.
Queen Latifah helped salute the
groundbreaking minisencs "Roots" on
Its 30th anniversary. The saga about
a black American family's history
"brought great honor to the art form
that we celebrate.- she said.
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